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Bell-powered Agena satellites in orbit — symbolized.

THE ENGINE WITH
Reliability . . . Efficiency . . . Flexibility.

In space, these words have a million-dollar meaning.

Vast sums of money and vital scientific data ride on
these built-in attributes of Bell Aircraft's rocket engine

for Lockheed's Agena satellite, second stage of the Air
Force Discoverer series.

The Agena engine, designed with space in mind long
before space became a household word, has fulfilled

its every mission and has placed more tons of useful

payload into orbit than any other power plant. Its

operational reliability is backed by six years of develop-

ment and 5,000 test firings.

THE FUTURE
This Bell engine now has re-start capability— the first

in the nation. This means that its satellite can change

orbit in space without the penalty of extra engines.

Presently in production, this engine also is adaptable

to new fuels and new assignments and, consequently, is

programmed for important military and peaceful space

ventures of the future.

Agena's engine is typical of the exciting projects in Bell's

rocket propulsion center. It is part of the dynamic new
approach of a company that's forging ahead in rocketry,

avionics and space techniques. These skills serve all

government agencies. Engineers and scientists anxious

for a new kind of personal challenge can find it at Bell.

Niagara Frontier Division

BELL
AIRCRAFT

CORPORATION
BUFFALO 5, NEW YORK



NASA announces .

.

.

THE TRANSFER OF THE DEVELOPMENT

OPERATIONS DIVISION OF THE ARMY BALLISTIC

MISSILE AGENCY TO THE NATIONAL

AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

Dr. Wernher von Braun, director of the new NASA Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala., pictured with NASA's Mercury Astronauts

Dr. Wernher von Braun and his space team join NASA

The National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration leads the nation's efforts to

find, interpret and understand the secrets of

nature as they are revealed in the laboratory
of space.

This vigorous effort requires boosters for

space vehicles which greatly exceed the
thrust of any boosters currently available.

For this reason, the $100 million Huntsville
plant, together with its famous space team,
are being transferred to NASA. The new
NASA facility in Huntsville will be known
as the George C. Marshall Space Flight
Center.

NASA is now the largest civilian research

organization in the United States. For details

about outstanding professional opportuni-

ties, address your inquiry to the Personnel
Director of any of these NASA centers:

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

Washington 25, D. C.

NASA Flight Research Center

Edwards, California

NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center

Huntsville, Alabama

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
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ENGINEERING TEAMWORK IN SPACE EXPLORATION

Engineers and scientists interested in

a wide range of activities will appreciate

the advanced nature of research and
development projects under way at JPL.

These projects include research, basic

and applied, in Electronics, Solid State
Physics, Propulsion, Aerodynamics,
Structures and Materials and the de-

sign, development and analysis of space
probes and satellites. Individually re-

sponsible engineers and scientists work
together as a thoroughly integrated

team in accomplishing the complete
objective.

Programs involve guidance, telemet-

ering, data recording and reduction,

instrumentation, structures, propul-

sion, materials, solid state physics,

components, heat transfer problems
and systems analysis and are constantly

influenced by continuing JPL space
exploration research providing individu-

als with challenging assignments in

almost every phase of engineering and

science. Staff progress in diverse fields

of activity is constantly being made.
Pioneering in basic research, applied

research and development engineering

in space exploration proves to be a

stimulating attraction for engineers and
scientists with innate curiosity and
intense interest in the future of space
exploration.

More men of this type are needed —
if you believe you are qualified for the
JPL team, send in your resume today.

o
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY

A Research Facility operated for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration

PASADENA. CALIFORNIA
Employment opportunities for Engineers and Scientists interested in basic and applied research in these fields:

COMMUNICATIONS • MICROWAVE • SERVOMECHANISMS • COMPUTERS • LIQUID AND SOLID PROPULSION
• STRUCTURES • CHEMISTRY • INSTRUMENTATION • MATHEMATICS • AND SOLID STATE PHYSICS •

Send professional resume, with full qualifications and experience, for our immediate consideration

Circle No. 2 on Subscriber Service Card.
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letters

ASW Department Welcomed

To the Editor:

The ASW write-up in your April 11

issue is the most factual I have seen.

It presents the subject in excellent per-

spective. Budgetary facts, which you have

presented well, are of basic interest

to industry. The description of the ASW
problem and of systems and equipment

is accurate and interesting. I also note

with pleasure the touch of humor under

"Strippers."

Harry Sanders

Director, ASW Engineering

Chance Vought Aircraft, Inc.

Dallas

To the Editor:

I was very pleased with what your

April 11 issue contained, since the estab-

lishment of the new Anti-Submarine

Warfare Department will mean increased

coverage in the field dear to my heart.

Your coverage of the Navy Capability

and needs in the article 'Tools the Navy
Needs in ASW" was excellent. It was
particularly worthwhile to see the ASW
budget breakdown and FY comparison.

I feel that you have made an excel-

lent start and with your intended pur-

pose in mind, I expect to be a continued

avid reader of your publication.

Earle A. Williams

Manager, Advanced Systems Projects

Defense Electronic Products

Radio Corp. of America

Camden, N. J.

To the Editor:

It was a pleasure to see that you have

inaugurated a new ASW department in

M/R.
ASW, like every other "anti," is dif-

ficult to define. It is neither a weapon
nor a system, but is so general that it is

difficult to come to grips with it. When
the subject is broken down into its parts

we have detection, tracking, localization,

classification and the kill. However, dur-

ing the cold war the parts that become
of most importance are detection, classi-

fication and tracking. Perhaps there is an-

other very important facet to the cold

war situation which might be called

policy. That is, the attitude that a country

will assume if the problems of detection,

classification and tracking are solved

—

then what?
In other words, at what point would

the situation of enemy submarines lying

close to our shores and pointing nuclear-

armed missiles at us become intolerable?

Then what would we do about it? I

would think that we would come to this

eventually, or that USSR would, if the

presence of our Polaris submarines be-

came an unbearable threat to them.

These are just random thoughts.

With best of luck,

C. B. Momsen
Vice Admiral, USN (Ret.)

Arlington, Va.

To the Editor:

I noted the establishment of a new
section in M/R covering ASW Engineer-

ing. My only comment is that this is a

fine initial start and something that has

been required for some time.

As you are aware, advancement in the

technology of underseas environment has

been extremely limited. On the other

hand, the importance of conquering the

seas is at least equal to, if not greater

than, the importance of conquering space.

I would therefore suggest that articles be

included which would excite scientists in

pursuing studies in underseas phenomena
for military and peaceful application of

the knowledge and resources of the

world's seas.

G. F. Blunda
Assistant to the Vice President and
General Manager for Development
Planning Radioplane Division of

Northrop Corp., Van Nuys, Calif.

To the Editor:

I think your April 11 edition was a
very excellent initial coverage of ASW,
and I think it was an excellent decision

on your part to start this department. One
can hardly comment on how you could

improve the department after one issue,

but I have read many ASW articles by

various magazines and I do have a com-
ment as to how you could improve over

the general approach.

Namely, it has been my impression

that most ASW articles try to cover en-

tirely too much in each issue. I think it

would be a better approach to have a

special coverage of one important phase

of undersea warfare in each issue. Then,

perhaps, in order to keep abreast of other

phases, you might have a single page or

half page written in the Newsweek "peri-

scope" style.

I think the idea of having a guest

editorial by Vice Admiral Hayward was

very good and would suggest such an

ASW editorial weekly if possible, but at

least monthly.

F. G. Selby, Rear Adm. USN (Ret.)

USW Staff Coordinator

Goodyear Aircraft Corp.

Akron, Ohio

...All aspects of ASW Engineering will

be explored in forthcoming articles which

will be geared to giving engineering man-

agement a more basic understanding of

the problems of the field.—Ed.

Saturn Fabrication

To the Editor:

I saw the April 18 M/R yesterday, and

Electronic Engineers

EXCELLENT POSITIONS ARE OPEN IN

PACIFIC MISSILE RANGE PROJECTS

Career civil service positions with the Navy are now
open for qualified electronic engineering applicants.

Salaries range from $8810 to $10,130, plus excellent

additional benefits and established promotional and ad-

vancement opportunities.

Work involves project management, design, development

and installation of vast-scale electronic instrumentation

systems for the Pacific Missile Range.

Areas of employment are the Pacific Missile Range,

Point Mugu, Calif.; the Naval Missile Facility, Point

Arguello, Lompoc, Calif.; and the Office of Resident

Industrial Manager, San Diego, Calif.

Inquiries should be directed to the Industrial Relations

Office, Dept. C

NRF
U.S. NAVAL REPAIR FACILITY

San Diego 36, California
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Mr. Maus" article (on Saturn fabrication)

certainly looks good. You gave it very

fine treatment.

Joseph M. Jones

Headquarters, Army Ordnance
Missile Command

Redstone Arsenal, Ala.

IRC's Tiros Solar Cells

To the Editor:

The April 11 issue of M/R carried a

complete report on Project Tiros ("Tiros

Presages Long-Range Forecasts").

May we call your readers' attention

to one correction. The 9200 solar cells

on the Tiros satellite were supplied by
the International Rectifier Corporation,

not Hoffman Electronics Corporation as

reported in your article. The performance

of Tiros is indicative of the fine coopera-

tion RCA has received from IRC on the

solar power subsystem in the satellite.

M. G. Staton

Administrator, Planning

Radio Corporation of America
Astro-Electronic Products Division

Princeton, N.J.

To the Editor:

Congratulations to M/R, and particu-

larly to Paul Means, for the very fine and

timely article on the Tiros weather satel-

lite which appeared in your April 1 1 issue.

You undoubtedly have been contacted

by RCA, pointing out that you credited

the 9200 solar cells used in the project to

Hoffman Electronics Corporation, when in

fact the cells were manufactured and sup-

plied to RCA by International Rectifier

Corporation. We received a wire from
RCA on April 1 1 ,

advising us that M/R
had made this error in the article, and that

they would be happy to verify the fact

that we supplied all of the cells used on
the Tiros.

Within the next few days an RCA
spokesman called and stated that he had
conferred with "NASA on the problem and
that they felt it was RCA's responsibility

to correct this erroneous impression. I as-

sume this has been done.

You will be interested to know that

your publication is well read by members
of the financial and investment community
as well as by scientists, as indicated by
the number of letters we have received
calling our attention to this misstatement.
It is a testimonial to the excellence of
your reporting in this dynamic industry,

and to the presentation of your editorial

material. Again—congratulations.

William E. Wilson,

Director of Public Relations

International Rectifier Corp.,

El Segundo, Calif.

Get Thee Behind Me, Saturn

To the Editor:

Re your cover picture of April 18.

How did you resist the temptation to

use the caption, "Rings of Saturn"?

Robert L. Mahin, Staff Engineer

Sigma Corporation,

Pacific Palisades, Calif.

It wasn't easy.—Ed.

ACF ELECTRONICS DIVISION

ELECTRO-PHYSICS LABORATORIES
Responsible assignments in furthering the- state-of-the-art of Ionospheric Physics,
combining competitive salaries and unusual growth potential, are offered to men
who can contribute. Our present needs are for:

FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMS IN

IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
& HF COMMUNICATIONS

SENIOR IONOSPHERIC PHYSICISTS
Ph.D. preferred, with several years' experience in the study of Ionospheric phe-
nomena. Should be familiar with present knowledge of upper atmosphere physics
and possess an understanding of current programs using rockets and satellites for
studies in F-region and beyond. Qualified individuals with supervisory abilities will
have an exceptional opportunity to assume project leadership duties on HF projects
already under way involving F-Jayer propagation studies backed by a substantial

experimental program.

SENIOR DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
Advanced degree in E.E. or Physics preferred. Must be familiar with present

state-of-the-art in the design of advanced HF receivers and transmitters and possess

working knowledge of modern HF networks employing ferrites and metallic tape

cores. Strong theoretical background in modern linear circuit theory desired. Will
carry out laboratory development and implementation of new HF communication

systems.

SENIOR ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
Advanced degree in E.E. preferred. Must be familiar with conventional pulse

circuit designs and applications. Technical background should include substantial

experience in data process and data recovery systems using both analog and digital

techniques. Knowledge of principles and application of modern information theory

including correlation techniques helpful. Will be responsible for the design of

sub-systems.

JUNIOR ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
To assist Senior Engineers and Scientists in the development of HF communica-
tions and data process equipment. Should have formal electronics schooling and 2

years' experience in circuit design, checkout or analysis of HF communications.

Radar Pulse, Analog/Digital or Data Recovery equipment. Construction of proto-

types of new and interesting equipment and design of individual components of

communications and data processing systems will comprise the major efforts of

selected applicants.

The Electro-Physics Laboratories are located in the suburban Washington, D.C.

area, where post-graduate study is available in several nearby universities. Housing
is plentiful in attractive, well-established neighborhoods. Our relocation allowance

is liberal.

All inquiries will be held in strictest confidence and. answered promptly.

Please send resume to:

ROBERT REID. PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT SUPERVISOR

ACF ELECTRONICS DIVISION

QCf
Industries, Incorporated

Riverdale, Maryland WArfield 7-4444

Circle No. 4 on Subscriber Service Cord.
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MISSHfr AND SPACE

VEHICLE
DEPARTMENT

...center for /n/ss/te a/?cf space technology research

and development at General Electric

Progress in space vehicle navigation
As space vehicles probe further and further away
from the Earth, and as their missions become
more and more complex, the need for accurate,

high-precision space navigation and control

becomes increasingly vital.

General Electric Missile and Space Vehicle

Department engineers are now developing and
testing space vehicle control equipment for the

24-hour-orbit communication satellite program.
They have already designed and flight-tested on
space vehicles a three-axis stabilization system as

well as orbit computation and correction tech-

niques. Using the Earth and Sun as reference

points, this MSVD three-axis system successfully

controlled the attitude in space of U.S.A.F. Atlas

and Thor re-entry vehicles during a major portion

of their ballistic flights. The control accuracy at-

tained on these flights could be duplicated on

flights further into space, using other planets and

stars as check-points.

For more information about MSVD's space

navigation and control work for the Air Force

and its other contributions to U.S. space

technology progress, write to Section 160-73,

General Electric Missile and Space Vehicle

Department, Philadelphia 4, Pennsylvania.

GENERAL® ELECTRIC

MISSILE AND SPACE VEHICLE DEPARTMENT
A Department of the Defense Electronics Division

Scientists and Engineers interested in career opportunities in Space Technology, contact Mr. T. H. Sebring, MSVD
Circle No. 5 on Subscriber Service Card.



The Countdown

WASHINGTON

No Strategic Unification

Navy officials are resisting strong pressure to bring

Polaris missiles under a single strategic command. Their

argument: communications. They contend it is both

impractical and unwise to try and control submarines at

sea from a land-based headquarters which might be de-

stroyed in an initial nuclear attack. Similarly, they feel

it would be wrong to put complete retaliatory command
control aboard a sub which also might be destroyed.

Hence, the AF's ICBM's and Polaris are expected to

remain under dual commands

Europeans Need Range
The United States may be asked next to finance a

European missile range for the training and re-training

of Thor and Jupiter crews. One of the big problems is

finding a suitable location. Africa appears out because

of political instability. Best bet: a launching complex in

Portugal to fire into the Atlantic.

To be Opened New Year's

Look for a revival of the B-70 program next year.

DOD officials privately expect funding of the Mach 3

missile-launching bomber will be increased "consider-

ably" with the change in administration and plans for

a step-up already have been packaged.

Switch to Tactical Missiles Coming
With the end of the strategic missile build-up in sight

in the mid-60's, top DOD planners already see a switch

in funding emphasis to tactical weapons for limited war.

Market for small missiles to be used by infantry and
tanks is expected to increase perceptibly in FY '62.

Far-out Nuclear Testing

The United States now possesses a capability of

launching a one-megaton atomic warhead one million

miles into space, according to Dr. Reuben F. Metier,
executive vice president of Space Technology Labora-
tories. He said it could be triggered at that distance

for test purposes.

INDUSTRY

Space without Bankruptcy
New cost analysis study by the Rand Corp. shows

the United States could support a $5-billion to $10-

billion annual space expenditure. If build-up is gradual

and geared to expansion of the nation's economy, there

would be no need for either wage-price controls or

reduction in military spending.

Chemical Warfare Contracting Up
Army spelled out its requirements in chemical, bi-

ological and radiological warfare for 500 industry rep-

resentatives at a three-day briefing this past week.

Several companies will submit bids on their own pro-

posals—where the Army provides classified information

and the company pays for the work.

Full Saturn Static Firing Due
All eight engines of the Saturn space booster will be

static-fired simultaneously for the first time this week
at Huntsville. Thrust will be at a level of 1,320,000 lbs.,

each engine operating at 165,000 lbs. In later tests, the

total thrust will rise to 1.5 million lbs.

Titan Storable Fuel Plant Started

Olin Mathieson Chemical Corp. will build a $10-

million to $50-million plant for the production of

anhydrous hydrazine at Saltville, Va. The top priority

program, Countdown has been told, will furnish high-

energy storable fuel for the later model Titan ICBM's.

Centaur Moves West for Tests

Pratt & Whitney will ship the LOX-hydrogen Centaur
engine from West Palm Beach, Fla., to Sycamore Can-
yon, near San Diego, in a few weeks. A final checkout
stand is being completed and static firing could start

next month.

INTERNATIONAL

Germany Gets Space Mission
West Germans have taken a NASA offer to partici-

pate in the U.S. space program on a rather large scale.

The country will help make satellite instrumentation and
may build equipment for space capsules.

French Form Materials Company
Seven French concerns, including C. F. Thomas-

Houston and Sud Aviation, have joined in the formation

of a new corporation—SERMIAT (Societe d'Etude et

de Realisations de Materiels et d'Installations Aeroter-

restres.) The group will research and manufacture new
materials for space vehicle use.

NATO Squabbles over IRBM
One of the major objections to the purchase of Polaris

by NATO is being raised by France. The French want

an IRBM they can base in North Africa which would
require a 2500-mile minimum range. Polaris' present

range is 1200 miles and it is expected to be two years

or more before it is increased to 2500 miles.

For Technical Countdown, See Page 21
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Shock-Resistant

Hermetically Sealed "HR" Switches
Explosive shock or high temperatures from missile exhausts

present no problem to Micro Switch "HR" switches. They are

hermetically sealed to maintain constant operating characteristics

regardless of changes in atmospheric or environmental conditions.

"HR" switches operate dependably in a temperature range of

— 65° to +600°F. All exposed parts are corrosion resistant. To
qualify as a true hermetically sealed switch, the chamber contain-

ing the switching element is evacuated and filled with inert gas;

the conductor sealing is glass-to-metal and metal-to-metal, and

the contained switching unit is actuated through a sealed metal

diaphragm. An ice scraper ring on the actuator shaft removes ice

or mud which might cause jamming or binding. Write for Cata-

log 77 which describes "HR" and other Micro Switch enclosed

switches for airborne equipment.

12HR1-S and 22HRl-S-Both
contain two single-pole double-
throw snap-action switching
units. 5 amp. (resistive), 28 vdc.

1 2HR8-6—Has high-temperature

lead-wire extending from in-

ternally threaded conduit hub.

5 amp. (resistive), 28 vdc.

precision

12HR1-S
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H MICRO SWITCH Precision Switches

switches for missile launchers
The most complete test laboratory in the precision switch

industry makes it possible for Micro Switch to test

switches under severe conditions of shock, vibration, tem-

perature or altitude. This has made possible a complete

line for missile, aircraft, rocket, launcher, marine and
ordnance applications. Here are just a few of the switches

specially designed for missile launching:

1 EN 1 07-R Meets BUORD requirements, can withstand

1,000 pounds of sea water pressure per square inch. Has
two high-shock basic switches. Write for Data Sheet 176.

4EP2-E Sturdy housing, exceeds shock and vibration re-

sistance tests MIL-S-6743 and MIL-S-6744. Also meets

immersion tests for MIL-E-5272A. Conduit hub houses

SEAR

sealed solder terminals and elastomer seal gland. Write

for Catalog 77.

1HS1 Single-pole double-throw contact arrangement, con-

ductors sealed in glass. Metal housing is evacuated and

filled with dty inert gas under pressure, a true hermetic

seal. Write for Catalog 78.

1EN119-6B and 24EN24-20B Both are used on missile

test stands. Environment-proof seals with ice scraper rings

on actuator shafts to remove ice or mud which might

cause jamming or binding. Write for Data Sheet 176.

A nearby Micro Switch branch office puts capable

switch experience close to you to save time. See the Yellow

Pages for the telephone number.

MICRO SWITCH . . . FREEPORT, ILLINOIS

A division of Honeywell

In Canada: Honey well Controls Limited, Toronto 1 7, Ontario

jfj Honeywell
MICRO SWITCH Precisian Switches

Circle No. 6 on Subscriber Service Card.
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Major new space role?

Navy Bids for Space Launching

Memorandum says HYDRA concept would save billions of

dollars over Air Force type of land launchings

Point Mugu, Calif.—The Navy
is advancing a plan for launching giant

rocket boosters from the ocean's sur-

face which would give it a major new
space role. The Navy says the proposal

will save the nation's space effort bil-

lions of dollars over the next 15 years.

Floating of multimillion-pound-

thrust space boosters vertically in the

ocean for launch would eliminate the

need for expensive land-based ground

support equipment, the Navy says.

Test firings of small solid-propellant

rockets have been made successfully at

Pacific Missile Range to prove the feasi-

bility of the system. To support its pro-

posal, the Navy released a lengthy tech-

nical memorandum on the concept here

last week and at the same time opened

a test firing to the press.

The Navy plans additional tests, not

only of solid-propellant rocket vehicles

but also of vehicles with storable liquid

motors and other types of rocket

boosters.

The technical memorandum was il-

lustrated with a drawing of a typical

Air Force-type launch pad and gantry

which the authors said could be elimi-

nated under the new proposal.

Details of the Navy concept, named
HYDRA, came from scientists at the

Naval Missile Center here. The plan

calls for building of large space vehicles

in drydock, casting propellant at dock-

side, towing the vehicles to a launch

area by tugboat, and firing them while

they float vertically.

"The proposed system for water

launch of solid-propellant booster

vehicles will represent a significant ad-

vance for scientific as well as military

exploitation of space," the Navy tech-

nical memorandum asserts.

Although the Navy says the concept

is not applicable to any present weapon
system, it is expected to provide signi-

ficant advantages to large boosters us-

ing either solid propellants or nuclear

TETHER
LIFTING

HOOK

TOTAL WEIGHT
INCLUDING LEAD
BALLAST - ISO POUNDS

2.2S-INCH

AEROSCAR
ROCKET

—

i INCHES

U— 13 INCHES -»

HYDRA 1 test vehicle shown in flight. SKETCH of vehicle's design details.
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powerplants. Non-storable liquid pro-

pellants are not compatible with a sea

launch, the memorandum states.

The Navy says the concept is being

put forward as a means of advancing

the national space effort and is accord-

ingly oriented to non-military applica-

tions. It says development could begin

almost immediately by modifying exist-

ing solid-propellant hardware such as

Scout and then proceeding to larger

solid-propellant booster vehicles, either

single-chamber or clustered, with al-

most no upper limit on vehicle size.

The technical memorandum suggests

that all of the rendezvous problems
anticipated in constructing space sta-

tions might be eliminated by using water

launch of extremely large solid booster

clusters with the entire space station

as the payload.

Although the Navy emphasized the

non-military aspects of the HYDRA
concept and specifically denied any
attempt to adapt Polaris to the tech-

nique, it is apparent the system has

military applications. Using the HYDRA
concept, large numbers of ballistic mis-

siles could be launched without use of

special Polaris-type submarines, al-

though probably at some sacrifice in ac-

curacy. A standard World War II fleet

submarine could tow the missiles to

chosen sites and launch them with little

difficulty (M/R, February, 1957).

The HYDRA technique, developed

by the Missile and Astronautics Direc-

torate of the Naval Missile Center, is

said to be economically feasible only

in the case of boosters somewhat larger

than Atlas.

The Navy's technical memorandum
says the greatest single advantage of the

proposed water launch for the national

space program is the relative ease with

which logistics and handling problems

of large space boosters are met.

It notes that land-based launch com-
plexes require quite extensive facilities

to support liquid-propellant rocket fir-

ings, including fuel and oxidizer stor-

age, cryogenics systems, concrete launch

pads with water-cooling systems, large

steel gantries, and armored blockhouses.

It points out that frequently support

equipment is three to five times as ex-

pensive as the vehicles themselves.

Much of this equipment also is needed

for land-based solid propellant boosters,

it is pointed out.
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rom Sea

By contrast, the ocean offers a "no-

cost, self-healing, water-cooled launch

pad," the Navy asserts.

"Even more important than the

savings effected in the handling, logistics

and launch phases, is the extreme

mobility gained by such a water-launch

system," the proposal states. "Im-

mediately, 70 per cent of the earth's

surface becomes a potential launch site.

A simple, practical means of obtaining

equatorial orbits without diplomatic

haggling or tribute paid to foreign

powers is within our grasp."

The proposal envisions a fleet of

launch and telemetry ships which could

be recalled to base after a launch and

then used in other areas as desired.

Navy officials here emphasized that

no major modifications would be re-

quired to adapt standard vehicle de-

signs to sea-launching. They cite the

example of using an air-to-air rocket

in the demonstration vehicle with little

change. Even the ignition of the pro-

pellant while underwater has proven

quite simple, the Navy says.

The sea-launch test vehicle HYDRA
I, was a 150-lb. missile with a wooden
shaped body and removable fins. Over-

all length was 70 in. and maximum di-

ameter, 10 in. The rocket motor was a

2.25-in. Aeroscar, modified for the

sea-launch test and delivering 890 lb.

thrust for 0.45 sec.

The Navy's technical memorandum
says no major technological break-

throughs are necessary to overcome the

expected problem areas of corrosion,

watertight integrity, guidance, air/ sea

interface effects during launch and pay-

load checkout techniques.

Contrary to appearances, the pros-

pect of rough water is expected to dis-

turb a floating vehicle very little. Navy
calculations and tests show that a rough
sea would cause a disturbance in the

vehicle's longitudinal axis of five degrees

or less.

The technical memorandum says

that in order to effectively cope with

the motion of the booster vehicle while

floating in the upright position, some
form of inertial platform will be a prime
requirement. It says the form of the

guidance platform probably will be a

local vertical system, since a system

mounted within the vehicle's upper
stage can be erected to the local vertical

by self-contained means.
"Similarly, alignment can be also

accomplished inertially, using advanced
gyrocompassing techniques," the memo-
randum states, adding that miniaturiza-

tion and advanced digital techniques

would be extensively employed.

A suggested alternate form for plat-

form orientation is the use of star-

trackers coupled with an inertial plat-

form, while the upper stage is floating

out of water. Immediately prior to

launch, the star-tracking equipment
would be removed and the burden of

accurate guidance placed on the low

drift rate gyros.

Many of the faculties to implement
the HYDRA technique are now in

existence: drydocks for fabrication and
checkout; LSD (landing ship, dock)

vessels to transport the vehicle to a

launch site (if towing were not used)

and support craft to service it before

launch.

A catamaran-type vessel to straddle

the protruding nose of the vessel could

attach payloads, check guidance, and
act as a floating gantry to the booster.

The only thing left behind the booster

after launch would be the firing lead

wiring.

The advantages of the HYDRA sys-

tem increase as the size of the vehicle

increase, according to the Navy.

When nuclear boosters become
operational, a concept such as HYDRA
will be ideal from a number of stand-

points, the studies show. Safety, an
overriding consideration in the nuclear

rocket program, would be maximum

The Air Force this last week finally

released funds for the first phase of

the huge Dyna-Soar space bomber
program.

The action followed years of

haggling and frustration ended by a

final lengthy review aimed at determin-

ing whether the vehicle should have
a ballistic shape or be a glider as

originally planned. The glider won.
The Air Force announced on April

27 that it had released $29.7 million

for "design and ground testing neces-

sary to build a boost-glide aerospace

test vehicle." The money was released

to the Dyna-Soar industry team led

by Boeing, developers of the vehicle,

and Martin, developers of the booster,

which will be a modified Titan at least

in the first stages of the program.

The funds were all the Air Force
had planned to spend on Dyna-Soar
from past appropriations. However, the

during a launch on the high seas.

Security would also be at a maximum
level during such an operation, as at-

tested by the undetected nuclear

launches of the Argus program from
the USS Norton Sound in the South At-
lantic.

On the problem of corrosion and
marine growth at sea, proper design

is held to be the answer. One such
solution would involve a plastic en-

velope surrounding the booster. The en-

velope would be stripped off the vehicle

automatically at launch.

Structural design of the wet-launch
booster would not differ from present

standards, it is noted, since stresses ap-

plied during flight will always exceed
those loads applied during handling by
seaborne equipment.

In a test at Point Mugu for benefit

of the press, Navy officials successfully

demonstrated underwater ignition of a
rocket designed for aerial ignition;

stability of underwater launching tech-

niques; no water instability resulting

from rocket exhaust; no choking of the

supersonic exhaust by water inertia ef-

fects, and the pop-out phase.

For most efficient operation, a solid

propellant rocket should have a specific

gravity of about .9. This would leave

appoximately 10% of a vehicle pro-

truding from the water before launch.

Most present solid rockets are in the

specific gravity range of 1.02 to 1.40

(with regard to sea water), and some
additional buoyancy is required.

FY 1961 budget includes $58 million

for the program.

Official estimates put the cost of

the program by 1966 at more than

S800 minion.

• Step-by-step—Under Phase 1 of

the program as announced so far,

Boeing will build 1 1 space gliders

—

three for ground tests, four for un-

manned flights and four for manned
flights. The first manned flights will be

sub-orbital. They will be launched from
Cape Canaveral.

The first glider flights are expected

to be unpowered air drops from a B-52
jet bomber. The first manned powered
flight is expected to come in the mid-
1960's under the presently planned
rate of spending.

Later phases of the program—if

approved—would give the United
States an operational space bomber

—

the first military space craft.

Air Force Releases Funds

For Glider-shaped Dyna-Soar
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Power Says Minuteman Will

Cost Far Less Than Polaris
The coming Air Force-Navy

struggle over strategic weapons
rumbled through Congress this past

week.

Gen. Thomas Power in newly-re-

leased testimony told the House
Military Appropriations Subcommittee
that the Minuteman system would be
eight times cheaper than Polaris.

"I am not saying that to take a

crack at Polaris," he said. "I am say-

ing we should be cost-conscious regard-

ing the system we are going into.

"The mobile Minuteman is a rela-

tively cheap system and has a very

high survivability factor. I think there

is a great challenge to use existing rol-

ling stock wherever you can, a great

challenge to put austerity in this pro-

gram, a great challenge to use existing

railroad personnel to run the trains and
put the specialists there to fire the

missiles."

Only a few days before the Power
testimony was released, a Polaris test

missile soared more than 1150 statute

miles down the Atlantic Missile Range.
The missile—launched the night of

April 25—was the first in the Polaris

series to exceed 1000 miles.

• Double challenge—Power said his

figures on the comparative cost of the

Polaris and Minuteman systems "may
be subject to question." But he said

his "people have worked them up care-

fully."

"I think the great challenge is to

have the weapon systems that are not

only effective from a military point of

view but also competitive from a cost

point of view. This is what we have

Arlington Hall Station, Va.—
Automated operation of the Armed
Services Technical Information Agency
(ASTIA) has begun with the comple-
tion of the first phase of a complete
mechanization of its technical informa-

tion retrieval and distribution services.

The DOD scientific information

center, operated by ARDC, has stepped

up its efficiency an estimated 30%
with new electronic computer equip-

ment. The second phase of the mechani-
zation program, scheduled for com-
pletion by July, will up this efficiency

gain to 40%, according to ASTIA
officials. A third phase will allow the

agency to greatly expand its services to

the military and DOD contractors.

The new electronic data processing

addressed ourselves to and why we
in SAC like the Minuteman. It is a

cheap system, relatively. It is cheap in

manpower and cheap in initial cost."

The Power testimony came as the

overall national defense debate con-

tinued across the country:

• Secretary of Defense Thomas S.

Gates told Associated Press editors at

a luncheon in New York that the

United States was going to Geneva
backed by military forces that are

strong and ready for all-out or limited

war. He reiterated past denials that any
"deterrent gap" exists.

• Gen. Maxwell Taylor, retired

Army Chief of Staff, predicted at the

1960 National-Military Industrial Con-
ference in Chicago that if present

trends continue there will be a "danger-

ous imbalance" of military strength in

favor of Russia within the next four
or five years.

• Gen. Thomas White, Air Force
Chief of Staff, denied charges that the

United States is risking disaster by pur-

suing a philosophy of "overkill" in

building strategic striking power. The
charge was made by Maj. Gen. John
B. Medaris, retired chief of the Army
Ordnance Missile Command. White
said at a luncheon in New York that

he was "not sure what overkill is in a

war for your survival."

• Gen. Laurence Kuter, North
American Air Defense Commander,
told the Senate Armed Services Com-
mittee in Washington that he was
"deeply concerned" over cutbacks in

the Bomarc B program and cancella-

tion of the program to build the F-108
Mach 3 interceptor.

system—centered around a Univac

90-column solid-state computer—cost

$105,000 and an estimated 25 man-
years of personnel time. The end result

of the modernization will be much
faster and better service to ASTIA's
"customers" as well as significant sav-

ings in operating costs.

• Major job—The prime function

of ASTIA is to provide scientists and
engineers in military research and de-

velopment with reports on work and
findings on previous projects. Such in-

formation allows research personnel to

keep abreast of scientific progress and
apply the findings to current work.

Scientific reports in the ASTIA col-

lection now number more than 750,000.

New titles are catalogued at a rate of

30,000 per year. Approximately half

a million copies of reports are fur-

nished to requesters each year. The
agency serves nearly 3000 qualified in-

dustrial users, 1400 military agencies

and units, and 17 NATO and SEATO
countries.

Practically all military R&D con-
tracts require the contractor to furnish

copies of reports on their work to

ASTIA. These reports are screened,

categorized, assigned reference num-
bers, and catalogued. Titles and ab-

stracts of these reports are listed in a

Technical Abstract Bulletin issued twice

monthly and distributed to all qualified

users. Copies of these reports may then
be requested and furnished to those

with an established need-to-know and
military certification.

All reports are microfilmed and this

film used for reference and to pro-

duce copies of the reports for distri-

bution. An additional print of the mi-

crofilm is stored in vaults outside so-

called "war-hazard" areas.

• Big speed-up—The addition of
the electronic processing equipment has

greatly simplified and speeded up the

retrieval and distribution process. Titles

are recorded on punched cards accord-

ing to a just-completed "Thesaurus of

ASTIA Descriptors" which categorizes

the subject matter of the reports. Other
punched cards contain information on
all qualified users including pertinent

contract numbers, need-to-know, and
areas of interest.

Requests for copies are also entered

on punched cards and these are fed

into the computer along with the cata-

log and organization cards. The com-
puter determines the validity of the

request and prints out security classi-

fication information, inventory control

data, reproduction instructions, and
shipping labels. Copies of the requested

report, if not in stock, are made from
the microfilm by continuous process

using either photoreproduction or the

Xerox method. Shipment is usually

made within three days from receipt

of request.

In addition to copies of reports,

ASTIA will also furnish bibliographies

on specific subjects. These are furnished

in the form of reproductions of catalog

cards containing titles and abstracts of

all available information on that par-

ticular subject. Printed bibliographies

on major fields of science and tech-

nology in which there is wide interest

are also made up periodically and dis-

tributed.

All contractors and subcontractors

of the military services with a legiti-

mate need for R&D scientific and tech-

nical information are eligible for AS-
TIA services. Eligibility is established

through cognizant military project

offices.

ASTIA Speeds Work with Automation
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landing in a year .

NASA Spurs Lunar Impact Program

The National Aeronautics and

Space Administration set into motion

two contracts last week which should

culminate in the rough landing of a

300-pound instrument package on the

moon in the spring of 1961.

In two separate releases NASA an-

nounced that:

• Aeronutronic Division of Ford

Motor Co. has been selected to pre-

pare a $3.5-million advanced capsule

design study for a 300-pound package

to be impacted on the moon by the

Atlas-Agena-B.
• NASA will buy 16 Agena-B

launching vehicles from Lockheed dur-

ing the next three years at a cost of

about $50 million.

The early launching date for the

lunar impact vehicle, given by NASA
officials in testimony before Congress,

was somewhat of a surprise because

the program had been injured by the

cancellation of Vega. (See M/R, Dec.

21.) Besides not having the thrust of

Vega, the Agena-B also lacks the mid-

course guidance necessary for lunar

probe shots. NASA officials think they

can correct this deficiency during the

next year.

The package which Aeronutronic

will design is scheduled to contain a

seismometer and a temperature-record-

ing device, and the body of the space

craft will carry a television camera

system for photographing the moon.

At a distance of about 20 to 25

miles from the moon, the mushroom-
shaped package will be detached and

a retro-rocket will slow its speed to

impact at less than 300 miles an hour.

The parent craft containing the tele-

vision camera and weighing about 500
pounds will be destroyed as it impacts

the moon at a speed of more than 5000
miles an hour. It is being constructed

at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

Protecting the payload during rough-

landing will be a honeycomb crush-

able material designed to absorb severe

impact. The instruments are designed

to radio back information to earth for

a month or longer.

NASA lost time on its lunar impact

program with the cancellation of Vega.

The present schedule indicates that all

of this time will be made up.
• Background—The conflict be-

tween Vega and Agena-B arose out of

the President's national launch vehicle

Douglas Aircraft Corp. has been

selected from 34 other bidders to ne-

gotiate with NASA for fabrication of

Saturn's second stage. Estimated cost

of development and production of nine

second stages, including two spares,

will be more than $65 million.

Douglas's job will be to fabricate a

frame for four 20K Pratt & Whitney
LOX-liquid hydrogen engines. The
stage, designated S-4, will be the second
stage of the original Saturn configura-

tion, and the fourth stage of the final

configuration.

Dogulas will build the stage at its

Santa Monica, Calif., Div., from where
the stages will be barged through the

Panama Canal up the Mississippi River

into the Ohio River and into the Ten-
nessee River to Huntsville for checkout
and mating to the eight-engine Saturn

first stage. Then it must retrace its steps

down the Mississippi River into the

Gulf of Mexico through the Florida

canal system into the Banana River to

Cape Canaveral.

This adds up to more than 10,000
miles of barge travel for the 50-foot-

high, 18-foot-diameter stage from man-
ufacturer to launch.

program, set up in 1959. Under this

program, NASA was given the go-

ahead on Vega, and any new launch

vehicle system proposed by a service

was to be cleared through the White
House. Agena-B was not, and the Presi-

dent is said to have reacted with criti-

cism of the Air Force.

But since the Air Force's Agena-B
program was a fait accompli, either the

Vega or Agena-B had to go. Decision

was in favor of the Agena-B. NASA
sources say the decision was political,

based on the fact that Congessional

criticism would be greater when an Air

Force program is cancelled than it

would be if a NASA program is can-

celled.

• Comparison—The Vega engine,

developed by General Electric, would
have produced 35,000 pounds of thrust,

had a start-restart capability, which,

with its midcourse guidance system,

gave it the capability of performing

nearly circular orbits and placing pay-

loads on the moon with great accuracy.

Vega would have been ready by the

Spring of 1961.

Agena-B, which will not be ready

for NASA use with Atlases until Vega
would have been, develops only a little

over 15,000 pounds of thrust from its

Bell Aircraft nitric acid and UDMH
engine. Though it has a start and re-

start capability, this is mated with an
1R horizon scanner guidance system
which is good for only roughly circular

orbits.

The Atlas-Agena-B will have, how-
ever, the capability of placing the pro-

posed 800-pound spacecraft on deep
space missions, and will be able to

rough-land 300 pounds of the craft on
the moon.

The NASA announcement of the

spring of '61 launch indicates its con-

fidence that the mid-course guidance
system can be introduced to the sys-

tem by this time.

—news briefs
NASA-NEGOTIATED CONTRACTS
—National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration would have to submit com-
plete data to Congress on all its ne-

gotiated contracts under a provision

tentatively adopted this last week by
the House Space Committee. Details

required would include price, number
of bidders and their proposals. The
amendment to HR 9675 was an out-

growth of NASA's refusal to supply

information on the Rocketdyne F-l

rocket engine award to General Ac-
counting Office and the Space Com-
mittee.

ASW SUB LAUNCHED—First Nu-
clear-powered ASW killer submarine,

the Tullibee, was launched last week
at the Electric Boat Yard of General
Dynamics Corp. Vice Adm. Edmund
B. Taylor, commander of the Atlantic

Fleet Anti-submersible Defense Force,

called it America's most advanced
weapon against the Soviet undersea

fleet.

ATLAS FROM COFFIN—Air Force

said last week its new coffin launching

complex for the Atlas at Vandenberg
Air Force Base is operational. First

shot from the coffin launcher on April

22 impacted 4300 miles west, near

Wake Island. Missiles are stored

horizontally in the coffin launchers,

then erected for firing.
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DOD is Killing Proposed Gag on Ads

As M/R went to press this week a proposed Depart-

ment of Defense directive which would give DOD the

power of censorship over all defense industry advertis-

ing, speeches and press releases appeared to be dead and

awaiting burial.

A Defense Department spokesman quoted Murray
Snyder, assistant DOD Secretary for Public Affairs, as

saying he was "going to recall the damned thing." Credit

for its recall was given to the publicity which followed a

news leak on the story. This was followed by a blast

from Congressman John E. Moss, chairman of the House
Government Information Committee, and a defensive

statement by Snyder.

The Defense spokesman said that the proposed di-

rective, which would virtually have placed all statements

and advertising by military contractors under Snyder for

"policy" control, was not prepared by Snyder's office.

It was put together, with Snyder's concurrence, he said,

in the office of Perkins Mcguire, Assistant DOD Secre-

tary for Supply and Logistics, and in its original form
was actually much more stringent than in the version

which leaked.

All three" military services protested the proposed

directive when it was sent to them for coordination.

Defense contractors when they learned of the proposed
censorship also protested violently.

"Under the Circumstances," said the spokesman, "it

would be impossible to get the directive out now."

• Advertising "czar"—Moss protested that the direc-

tive would have given Snyder "the powers of an advertis-

ing czar." If the plan went into effect, he said, "I fear

it would do a great deal to prevent intelligent discussion

of defense policies which may mean life or death to the

United States."

The directive was viewed as interfering with freedom
of speech under provisions (see Section VIII below)
automatically disapproving the release of any material

by contractors which could be interpreted "as intended

to influence the adoption, revision or cancellation of

plans, programs or policies of the government, including

legislation."

Mcguire defended the directive as the only way he
knew of stopping "objectionable" advertising. But critics

said it went far beyond suggestions of the Hebert Com-
mittee to stop questionable ads.

Text of Snyder Ad Censorship Directive

I. Purpose

The purpose of this Directive is

to set forth guidelines and procedures

for the security review and clearance

for public release by defense contrac-

tors (including subcontractors) of ad-

vertising material and other public in-

formation concerning products and
services purchased by the Department
of Defense.

II. Cancellations

DOD Directive 5230.3, dated 18

January 1952, and DOD Directive

5230.5, dated 24 September 1953 are

hereby cancelled.

III. Policy

Persons and firms furnishing prod-

ucts and services to the Department of

Defense, (including non-profit organi-

zations and educational institutions)

and officers, employees, representatives

and agents of such persons and firms,

shall not release, for public dissemina-

tion, information regarding products

or services except as authorized in

this Directive or approved in advance
by the Secretary of Defense or his

designee.
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IV. Delegation of Approval Authority

The Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Public Affairs) is hereby named as

designee of the Secretary of Defense
for the purpose of approving or dis-

approving requests for clearance of in-

formation coming within the scope of

this Directive, this clearance to be

exercised through the Office of Se-

curity Review. In appropriate cases

decisions shall be made in coordina-

tion with the General Counsel and
The Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Supply and Logistics).

V. Authorized Issuances

A. Contractors shall be authorized

to release to the public, without ad-

vance approval, the following informa-

tion pertaining to unclassified Or classi-

fied contracts for products and services

purchased by or furnished to the De-
partment of Defense:

1. Statements that a contract has

been awarded.

2. The type of product or services

involved, in general terms (such as

aircraft of standard types, tanks,

trucks, ammunition, clothing, construc-

tion; or study of a new electronics

system or a high altitude research

study, etc.), provided the designation

of the product or services is not itself

classified.

3. With respect to unclassified con-

tracts only, releases may include the :

name of the Department of Defense
contracting office, a brief description

of the product or service involved, the

quantity of products to be furnished,

and the dollar amount.
4V Help-wanted and recruiting in-

formation, which does not divulge

classified material.

5. A general statement of the kinds

and numbers of additional employees
which will be required by the facility

involved.

6. Announcement of subcontract-

ing opportunities for unclassified sub-

contracts, providing no classified ma-
terial is made public concerning the

prime contract or higher tier subcon-

tracts.

7. With respect to research and
development work performed by non-
profit organizations and educational

institutions, unclassified information of

public or professional interest per-

tinent to accomplishments under a con-
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ract, provided the release of such in-

ormation is not limited by terms of

he contract. The release of unclassi-

ied information derived from research

nd development contracts is en-

ouraged, as the dissemination of such

formation will accrue to the general

lenefit of the United States.

8. The specific information, in the

pecific format previously approved

mrsuant to VII below.

B. In order that manufacturers

wlding classified Department of De-

fense contracts may make state of

msiness reports to stockholders, stock

;xchanges, etc., the total company-

vide dollar value of backlog may be

eleased provided:

1. That only the Department of

Defense total is used and not broken

lown by individual military service or

tern.

2. That the release does not reveal

:he quantity or volume of individual

Drders.

3. That the report is not made for

period of less than three months.

C. In case of doubt as to the re-

usability of information pursuant to

this paragraph, contractors should fol-

low the procedures of VII below.

VI. Issuances Requiring Prior Approval

Contractors shall not be authorized

to release information other than that

set forth in V above without prior

aproval of the Office of Security Re-

view, Office of the Assistant Secretary

of Defense (Public Affairs). Paragraph

VIII below sets forth those types of

releases which will not be approved,

and therefore should neither be re-

leased nor submitted for approval. Ex-

amples of information which may not

be released without such approval are:

1. Production schedules, future

planning on production schedules, or

rates of delivery.

2. Information on sources of sup-

ply, quantities and qualities of strate-

gic or critical supplies and movements,

assembly or storage of supplies or ma-

terial.

3. Information on sabotage at-

tempts or plant security measures.

4. Information any research and/

or development projects, except as

provided in V. A. 7, above.

5. Information on any missiles, nu-

clear devices or weapons; "BW-CW"
agents, materials or weapons; and

other new weapons or weapon sys-

tems.

6. Information, including any

photograph, sketch or plan concerning

first models of weapons or equipment,

outstanding production achievements,

or performance of weapons or equip-

ment.

7. Information on material for

shipment to allied governments under

MDAP, NATO, etc.

8. Movement of military aircraft

or naval vessels. (This restriction is

applicable to all cases, including those

where actual movement order is un-

classified.)

VII. Approval Procedures

A. Persons and firms (including

non-profit organizations and educa-

tional institutions) desiring approval

to release information other than of

the type set forth in V. above, shall

forward requests for approval in wrrU

ing to:

Office of Security Review

The Assistant Secretary of De-

fense (Public Affairs)

Washington 25, D.C.

The military departments are author-

ized to provide in contracts that re-

quests for approval shall be submitted

through designated departmental offi-

cials or offices. Subcontractors shall

forward requests through prime con-

tractors, who shall be responsible for

initial screening of submitted material.

B. The information proposed for

release shall be attached to the re-

quest, precisely in the format and sub-

stance desired to be released, includ-

ing any photographs, sketches, plans,

blueprints, models (if practicable),

charts, etc., or other art work which

are proposed for release.

C. Approvals are restricted to the

specific release submitted for approval.

Any change whatsoever in format, art

work, or substance requires a new ap-

proval.

VIII. Issuances Which Shall Not Be
Approved

Proposed releases containing the

following types of information shall

not be approved:

1. Inaccurate, incomplete, or mis-

leading material. (E.g., inappropriate

claims of operational availability or

operational capability of products

under research or development or

furnished to the Department of De-

fense) .

2. Appraisal of the military effec-

tiveness or ineffectiveness of weapons

and weapon systems of the United

States or other countries, or discussion

of the economic impact of award or

cancellation of specific defense con-

tracts, or continuance or discontinu-

ance of specific procurement programs

or the military strategy and tactics

upon which such programs are based,

where, in either case because of tim-

ing, content, magnitude or a combina-

tion of any of these elements, release

of information could reasonably be

interpreted as intended to influence the

adoption, revision or cancellation of

plans, programs or policies of the Gov-

ernment, including legislation.

3. Discussion of the relative merits

of conflicting military strategies and

tactics, which may affect the purchase

or development of products or serv-

ices by or for the Defense Department.

4. Classified information, or infor-

mation pertaining to research, methods,

or end products that develop a security

classification in an otherwise unclassi-

fied contract.

5. Statements concerning move-
ments of military aircraft and naval

vessels, unless screened by the respon-

sible commander.
6. Statements concerning qualifica-

tions, acceptance or approval of prod-

ucts or services furnished to the De-
partment of Defense; that a contractor

is the sole supplier of a product or

services or, the percentage of prime

contractor's requirements provided by

a subcontractor, in terms of quantity

or dollar value.

IX. Implementation

A. The following contract clause

shall be inserted in all contracts in-

volving research, development and ex-

perimental work, classified contracts,

and all other contracts for more than

$100,000:

"The Contractor shall not release

for public dissemination information

regarding products or services pur-

chased by the Department of Defense
except as authorized or approved in

advance by the Secretary of Defense,

or his designee. Procedures for secur-

ing approval shall be as set forth in

Appendix F, Armed Services Pro-

curement Regulation, entitled "Manual
for Release of Information By Con-
tractors," issued [date], as said Manual
may from time to time be amended,
which is hereby incorporated by refer-

ence with the same force and effect

as though fully set forth. The sub-

stance of this clause shall be inserted

in all subcontracts involving research,

development and experimental work,

classified subcontracts, and all other

subcontracts for more than $100,000.

Authorization or approval for release

under this clause shall not be construed

to authorize or approve payment for

the cost of releasing information."

B. The substance of this Directive

shall be published in a "Manual for

Release of Information by Contrac-

tors" and inserted as an Appendix to

the Armed Services Procurement
Regulation.

C. Violations of this Directive shall

be brought to the immediate attention

of the Office of Security Review and,

as required, the Assistant Secretary

of Defense (Public Affairs) will con-

sult with the General Counsel and the

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Supply

and Logistics) concerning appropriate

action.
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Temco Consolidating with Ling-Altec
Temco Aircraft and Ling-Altec

Electronics last week disclosed plans

to merge into Ling-Temco Electronics,

a combination expected to both diver-

sify and strengthen the two companies

in missiles and electronics.

The proposal is to be acted upon
shortly by stockholders and directors

of the companies, both headquartered

in Dallas.

Temco, prime for the Navy's

Corvus air-to-surface missile, suffered

a setback in sales during 1959 and

earnings slipped from $1.50 a share

in 1958 to 68 cents last year. The com-

pany had a backlog of about $83

million on March 31, 45% in missile

and electronic work.

Temco recently picked Clyde Skeen,

former vice president of weapons
system program management of

Boeing's aerospace division, to be its

general manager. He is to become
president of the new company.

A major component supplier, Ling-

Altec is an integrated company with

considerable electronic research and
development facilities. It had sales of

about $48 million last year compared
to $100 million for Temco. Combined

assets of the two companies total about
$69 million.

The merger announcement said

management and key operational em-
ployes of both companies would re-

main much as they are now. Slate of

officers of Ling-Temco would have

Robert McCulloch, Temco's president,

as board chairman and chief executive

officer; Ling-Altec chairman James J.

Lang would be vice chairman and
chairman of the executive committee.

Lee D. Webster of Ling-Altec would
be executive vice president.

mergers and expansions

AERONUTRONIC DIVISION

—

Ford Motor Co. has dedicated its par-

tially completed 200-acre Engineering

and Research Center at Newport Beach,

Calif. Aeronutronic expects to employ
approximately 3700 persons at the

facility by 1962.

UNITED CONTROL CORP. is

planning a 136,000 sq. ft. combined
engineering and production facility on
a 30-acre site in Overlake Industrial

Park, east of Seattle. Employment will

be 1000 persons by completion in Feb.

1961.

TELECOMPUTING CORP. of Los
Angeles has purchased the previously

unacquired 13% of its Frank R. Cook
Co. subsidiary to make it wholly-owned
. . . Materials Products Corp. (Melcor)

is planning an 80,000 sq. ft. expansion

adjoining its present site in Trenton,

N.J. The less than year-old firm manu-
factures thermoelectric modules for

cooling applications.

SCINTILLA DIVISION of Bendix
Aviation Corp. has broken ground for

a 30,000 sq. ft. engineering and pro-

duction plant for Bendix cabling oper-

ations at Santa Ana, Calif.

ASTRONAUTICS, INC., is the

name of a new engineering, manu-
facturing and technical firm establish-

ing in Eau Gallie, Florida. Three
former RCA managers of the AFMTC
are part of the executive committee;
George W. Soderquist of Eau Gallie,

Herbert Kilberg and Robert E. Wilkin-
son. More members will be added to

the board of directors.

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PROD-
UCTS INC. is planning another ex-

pansion. A 180-a< re, campus type
electronic data preceding center will

be built in Newton, Mass. with some

200,000 square feet for development
of data processing techniques and
equipment.

BELL & HOWELL company and
its subsidiary, Consolidated Electrody-

namics Corp. have combined research

activities and will add 30% more per-

sonnel than the two previous depart-

ments.

ELECTRONIC ENERGY CON-
VERSION CORP. has acquired 82%
of the common stock of Behlman
Engineering Co. of Los Angeles, and
its subsidiary Custom Magnetics, Inc.

No changes in personnel or policies

are contemplated, according to the

company.

NORDEN DIVISION of United
Aircraft has purchased a 35-acre tract

in Costa Mesa, to build a 50,000
square-foot engineering, research, and
manufacturing facility for its Data
Systems department. Operations now
being conducted in leased plants in

Gardena and Santa Ana, Calif, will

be moved to Costa Mesa.

JACK & HEINTZ, INC. has

bought the business assets and manu-
facturing rights of Roto-Lock Coupl-

ings; Inc., South Gate, Calif. Roto-

Lock's inventory and tooling will be

moved to Cleveland.

CONTINENTAL ELECTRON CO.
stockholders have voted to change the

corporate name to Cetron Electronic

Corp., under which many of its pro-

ducts are already sold.

IMC MAGNETICS CORP. of

Westbury and Los Angeles has acquired

80% of shares of the Arrow Valve

Corp of Phoenix, Arizona producers

of high precision jet atomizers, valves

and filters. Arrow will work closely

with the PSP Engineering Division of

IMC, Maywood, Calif.

LAMBDA ELECTRONICS CORP.
has broken ground on a 76,000 square
foot electronics plant at Huntington,
L.I., N.Y. to which it will move from
College Point.

financial news

Thiokol Chemical Corp.—An ex-

plosion at the Longhorn facilities

caused a 35% reduction in Chemical
Division sales during the first quarter

of this year. Sales in the Rocket Divi-

sion were up 27%, but much of these

sales represented reimbursement for

costs in excess of original estimates

under cost-plus-fixed-fee type contracts

so did not contribute to profits. Net
earnings for the three months ending

March 31 were $817,820, a decrease of

37% from the corresponding period of

1959.

Martin Co.—Both sales and earnings

increased in the first 1960 quarter over

the last year's first quarter total. Net
sales and other income rose to $140
million, 14.9% over 1959's $122 mil-

lion. Net income rose 14.8% to $3.5

million from $3 million.

Douglas Aircraft Co.—Sales of $251

million for the first quarter of FY 1960

ending Feb. 29 compared favorably

with quarter sales of $227 million a

year ago. Douglas suffered a loss in

income of $6.9 million this quarter

compared to a loss of $8.1 million in

1959. Backlog as of Feb. 29 was $1.4

billion, of which $746.2 million or

52.8% was in military orders. This

total is some $79 million less than

total backlog at the end of the first

1959 quarter.
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AtOO^OOmOP GMT, May 1, 1960, Martin logged its 523,692,000th mile ofspace flight

To keep the lonely vigil. . . Martin PM-1 air-portable nuclear

reactor, to supply electricity and heat at remote Air Force stations,

is now being developed and produced for the AEC.
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Technical Countdown

ELECTRONICS

Solid-State Breakthrough Due
Watch for announcement of a major breakthrough in

solid-state devices in the next few months. The work
is in progress at a university research laboratory.

IR Detects Long Distance Launchings
Highly successful infrared photographs of missile per-

formance over long distances have been obtained by
Perkin-Elmer Corp. under an Air Force contract—re-

sults that will have obvious implication for the Midas
early-warning satellite program. Meanwhile, another

Midas launching is reported to be very imminent.

Missile Path Detection Studied

Melpar's Applied Science Division is studying the

feasibility of recognizing missiles and space vehicles by
the paths they leave in space or the atmosphere, under
an ARDC contract.

AMR Develops Automated Central Computer
An automated centralized computer center, to be

operational by July 1, 1963, is under development at

Atlantic Missile Range. Design objectives include com-
putation and display of real-time trajectory and telemetry

data, completely reduced data six hours after test, and
a final data report containing complete test information.

E-OS Improves Solar Concentrators

Solar concentrators with efficiencies approaching 90%
and weighing less than 1/3 Ib./sq. ft. have been de-

veloped by Electro-Optical Systems. Future units of 5-

10 ft. diameters will provide 1200-1500° F temperatures.

Paper Will Bury Us
Chrysler Corp. publications chiefs say a continued

"information explosion" will demand an increase of

66,000 technical writers in industry and government by
1970. Tech publications industry now employs 35,000;

grosses $4 billion a year.

GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

LOX Trailer Totals Revealed
Air Products Inc. has built 127 LOX semi-trailers for

missile/ space use in the last two years, all of 4000-gallon
capacity. Company has been awarded a $1,801,632
Army contract to produce Jupiter trailers.

Com System Weight Cut
Paraballoon antenna will be used to reduce weight

and size on a mobile troposcatter communications system
Westinghouse is developing under a $2.6 million Air
Force contract.

PROPULSION

Plumbing Worst Headache—Schriever

The biggest problem in developing long-range missiles

has been plumbing, says Lt. Gen. Bernard A. Schriever.

There are a lot of valves and regulators that must
operate under extreme conditions, the ARDC com-
mander said.

Kiwi-A Prime Checks Begin
Cold-flow checks began last week on a mockup of

Kiwi-A Prime, a device that will be fired this summer
as the second test in the Project Rover nuclear rocket

program. Mockup at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
is similar to the rocket to be fired at Jackass Flats, Nev.,

except that it contains no radioactive material.

France Builds Bigger Solids
A solid-propellant grain weighing 2645 lbs. is under

development by the Service des Poudres, France's in-

house rocket agency, in the nation's IRBM program.
During the 1961 budget year, grains will be scaled up
to 8-10,000 lbs. and later to 50,000 lbs.

Booster Recovery Design Study Set
Boeing Airplane Co. will prepare a preliminary design

for a recoverable booster system under a nine-month

contract awarded by ARDC. Although no application

was mentioned, a recoverable booster would have obvi-

ous Dyna-Soar application.

H-power Answer Due in 5 Years
Researchers will know in five years whether magnetic-

ally controlled thermonuclear power is feasible, says Dr.

Richard F. Post of Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, Post

believes the answer will be yes, he told the American
Physical Society.

ADVANCED MATERIALS

Lockheed Takes Up Hot Question
A series of 50 re-entry models for Mach 18 manned

orbital and interplanetary flight will be studied by
Lockheed under an Air Force contract.

Super Insulation Use Licensed
A super insulation developed by National Research

Corp. will be used in manufacture of long-term storage

vessels for liquid helium, hydrogen and fluorine. Standard
Pressed Steel Corp. has obtained NRC license.

Gear Production Automated
A computer will be used to plan production or gear

production tools at National Broach and Machine Co.

A Bendix Alpha-Numeric computer has been installed.

ASW ENGINEERING
Marine Communication Technique?

The fish and animals of the sea may teach the Navy
how to combat submarines. Adm. Arleigh A. Burke,

chief of Navy Operations, says a study of sea-animals'

communications may provide an answer to the under-

sea detection dilemma.

SPACE MEDICINE

Zero-Gravity Plane Planned
Boeing plans to fit a KC-135 tanker-transport to test

human reactions at zero gravity. By flying into a ballistic

trajectory at 25,000 ft., the plane will be able to simu-

late weightlessness up to 40 seconds.

Personnel Problem?
Getting people to man space stations, once the ro-

mance has worn off, will be as tough as finding light-

house keepers, concludes North American Aviation

engineer Fred Payne. Boredom will be the killer.
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electronics

Digital Decommutator Is Big Advance

EMR system can be used with any pulse-type telemetry—
early model slated for use at Fort Huachuca

by Charles D. LaFond

Electro-Mechanical Research, Inc.

of Sarasota, Fla., has developed for the

first time a digital decommutator that

can be used with any pulse-type tele-

metry system. Now in production, the

system is a significant advance in mis-

sile and space vehicle data handling.

With solid-state modular construc-

tion throughout, the extremely com-
pact equipment can perform all types

of data reduction and decommutation
in addition to providing a variety of

digital or analog outputs.

EMR, which developed the system

at a cost of over $1 million and 2Vi

years of work, believes there is no
equivalent on the market.

Costing roughly $30,000 each (de-

pending on the functional configura-

tion), both the military and many mis-

sile primes have contracted for sys-

tems now in production. An early ver-

sion of the system will be installed

by Beckman Instrument at the Army's
Fort Huachuca test facility in Arizona.

• Adaptability—Flexible in its func-

tional configurations, the Model 185

digital decommutator can be adapted

by the use of several different sub-

systems to accept any pulse type tele-

metry signal input (PAM, PDM, PCM,
etc.) over a wide range combination of

possible sampling rates and number of

channels in a frame, its developers say.

Pure binary and binary-coded-

decimal outputs can be provided in

multiplexed form for tape recording

or decommutated for digital computers
and printer readout. If desired, an
analog output in decommutated form

can be produced with an 8-bit binary

display and a 3 x 4 binary coded
decimal display. Almost all other forms
of standard readout also are available.

Because digital techniques and cir-

cuitry are used from input to out-

put, an unusually high degree of sta-

bility, freedom from noise and jitter,

indifference to missing channels, and
overall synchronization are attained.

• Operation—The EMR Model 185
will accept PAM (pulse amplitude

modulation) or direct and taped PDM
(pulse duration modulation, a form of

pulse time mod.) signals at any sam-
pling or playback rate from 28 to 4600
pps. From 10 to 128 channels/frame
can be processed.

For PCM (pulse code modulation)
operation, rates are 128 words/ frame
and 4600 words/ sec. max, with either

28 words/ sec. min, or 16 words/ sec.

min., depending on subsystem configur-

ation.

LEFT: TYPICAL ANALOG output drawer of the EMR Model

185. Top half of the inner chassis swings up exposing vital

circuitry for easy maintenance and accessibility. Logic circuitry

on modular cards is accessible at the front-panel. RIGHT:
EMR MODEL 185 digital decommutator, because of its solid

state modular construction, packs a 48-channel decommutator
in less than a single rack. The three upper panels each con-

tain a 16-output analog drawer. An 8-bit binary front-panel

display is associated with each analog channel and any chan-

nel can be selected for front-panel decimal display.
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EMR Model 185 Electrical Specification

Word Rate- Word
Duty Sample Bit Rate- Serial or Length Frame Input Input

Type Cycle Rate Serial Parallel Max. Length Impedence Level
Input (%) (pps) (bps) (wps) (bits) (words) (ohms) (volts)*

PAM 40-90 28-4600 40K 2-100

(Ref. IRIG
Document #

PDM 103-56.)

Proportional

over 900 pps

900-4600 40K 0.5-100

PCM 120-60,000 16-4600 16 10-128 40K 0.5-100

* Peak to peak, single- or double- snded, either polarity.

Word and frame synchronization

logic for the PCM circuitry is such

that a transmission fadeout or change

in data bit rate causing momentary loss

of sync will not result in an output

error. If the proper sync word is not

recognized by the synchronization logic

within 5% of expected arrival time,

all data transfer is inhibited.

Other safety features are built in

to give correct recognition and prevent

false transfer of data. Transmission

mode conversion—PCM to PNM
(pulse number modulation) and back

to PCM—cannot cause data degrada-

tion or increase error rate.

Synchronizing and programing logic

is completely digital. Integrations are

performed numerically; filtering is han-

dled digitally or in the time domain

to achieve flexibility and to provide

perfect holding and fast response.

The PCM storage reads out straight

parallel binary multiplexed outputs for

tape recording at various rates: 10 bits

at sampling rates up to 1150 pps—an

11th bit indicates overflow; 8 bits at

higher sampling rates. A binary coded

decimal storage reads out a multi-

plexed BCD output (12 bits for 3

digits, 8421 code). A 17-in. oscillos-

copic bar chart display also can be

provided.

For decommutated outputs, PCM
channel data is directed to an output

memory by plug-in patchboard. Mem-
ories are digital units, capable of in-

definite storage without decay, which

drive binary-to-analog converters. The

converters have similar hold character-

istics. A variety of converters can be

used for driving the standard types of

pen or film recorders.

Decommutated digital outputs also

can be provided in straight binary,

BCD, or straight decimal form for driv-

ing standard printers or type recorders.

• Characteristics—In the present

system, 10 to 128 channels are avail-

able. (Standard 19-inch rack chassis

are used.)

Sample rates are variable continu-

ously between 28 and 4600 pps, and

nine coarse ranges can be selected by

switch.

A 20% pulse rate variation can be

obtained beyond the edge frequencies

determined by range setting. A 12-cps

pulse-rate modulation of ±20% peak
amplitude at 900 samples/ sec. can be

followed without loss of sync.

Synchronization can be held with

up to ±12% jitter of the channel-sync

pulses. Jitter frequency can be greater

than 500 cps, the company says.

Nor will sync be lost with up to

20 consecutive missing pulses, at any
sampling rate. In describing the system,

a company spokesman said the system
locks on the fifth pulse if four consecu-

tive pulses are lost. (This would be at

an average sampling rate of 900 cps,

modulated at 6 cps to peak sampling-

rate drifts of ±20%.) The system also

locks on the frame-sync signal after 20
consecutive missing pulses under the

same conditions, he said.

From 28 to 1150 pps, resolution

depends on number of bits: 0.1% at

10 bits; 0.4% at 8 bits. Resolution is

Philadelphia—Prelaunch time ele-

ment and even success of a missile

launch depends to a large degree on
the unglamorous general handling

phases of the missile and its compon-
ents. Some electrical equipment and
materials, said Robert Moyer at the

A.I.E.E. Materials Handling Confer-

ence here recently, demand special

care and attention.

So necessary are these for the in-

ternal missile subsystems that improper

handling techniques can limit per-

formance and prevent mission accom-
plishment.

Complex handling problems occur

not only with the missile itself but with

the ground support equipment too.

Missile mission dictates the kinds of

problems encountered, says Moyer.
Typical extremes, he said, would

be the fixed-installation Atlas or Titan

launch as compared with the highly

mobile Lacrosse, completely self-con-

tained and carried on an Army 2Vi-ton

truck.

Moyer, electrical lead engineer in

Martin's Titan firing group at Cape
Canaveral, described the following mis-

sile and GSE electrical areas offering

the greatest need for special handling

techniques

:

MISSILE SUBSYSTEMS
• Primary batteries—Silver-zinc

automatically activated batteries are

used in many different missiles ranging

from the short range artillery types to

fixed at 0.4% for over 1150 pps.

Linearity is ±0.04% from the best

straight line.

Without employing automatic com-
pensation, sensitivity will drift less than
0.5% over a 6-hr. period. With com-
pensation, drift can be held to within

0.1% of full scale with the 10-bit out-

put or to less than 0.4% of full scale

for the 8-bit output.

ICBM's. Special attention is required

from the standpoint of temperature

control prior to activation and of elec-

trolyte overflow disposal. (The elec-

trolytes are caustic and corrosive

—

usually a 30% solution of potassium
hydroxide.)

For extended periods of exposure

(over 2 hours) prior to activation in

temperature environments beyond the

range of 40°F to 125°F, a tempera-

ture control device must be employed
to obtain rated energy output.

Low-temperature problems are

solved easily by a heater, powered from
external support equipment. Although
not so frequently encountered as the

lower temperatures, temperatures above

125°F require use of air conditioning

devices during pre-launch operations.

For ICBM's this is not too difficult

since the equipment and power source

do not create an unwieldy requirement.

For short-range mobile missiles,

the employment of an air conditioning

device is more of a problem. To avoid

the bulk of a complex air conditioning

system powered from an external

source, fans may be directed on the

batteries. Also, the battery could be

installed just prior to launching time,

but for operational missiles it is ex-

pedient that a missile have a minimum
of ready time.

Disposal of electrolyte overflow

after battery activation can be readily

taken care of by connecting a stainless

steel or plastic tube from the battery

Special Handling Demands
Are Basic to Launch Success
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vast equipment requirements . . .

vent to an overboard drain. Disposal

inside a missile could cause serious elec-

trical short circuits or even damage
other components or missile structure.

Activation time of a primary bat-

tery must be at the latest possible time

prior to launch. This precludes the need

for battery replacement if other launch

delays occur. Batteries are good for

about two hours under no-load condi-

tions, but if a launch delay occurs after

the missile loads have been applied,

battery replacement is mandatory.

Automatically activated silver-zinc

batteries require practically no atten-

tion during the unactivated shelf-life

period.

• Secondary batteries—Recharge-

able secondary silver-zinc and nickel-

cadmium batteries still have missile-

program applications. Larger and

heavier than the primary batteries, they

require charging within 4 days prior

to use. To maintain instantaneous

readiness for an operational missile,

batteries must be removed every four

days for discharging and recharging.

This is a cumbersome task.

Charging sometimes involves a

tedious process in eliminating internal

battery shorts due to electrolyte spill-

age. Disassembly may be necessary to

remove completely the electrolyte

spillage. However, during operation no
electrolyte overflow drain is necessary.

• Thermal batteries—Relatively free

from special handling techniques, ther-

mal batteries have application only in

those missiles having low electrical

power requirements and short operating

time (under one minute).

• Hot-gas APU's—Gas turbines

such as the monopropellant (ethelene

oxide) and bipropellant (LOX and

RFj) are much less extensively used

at the present time than are batteries

as auxiliary power units. So far, the

problem of storing and handling of

propellants has precluded extensive use

of the gas turbine.

When gas turbines are used, provi-

sion must be made to protect other

components in its proximity from the

high temperatures and exhaust gases.

Usually in bipropellant systems com-

bustion of exhaust gases takes place

when coming in contact with oxygen

from the atmosphere.

A distinct advantage of the gas

turbine is its relative freedom from the

effects of high and low ambient tem-

peratures.

• Other power equipment—Invert-

ers, converters, and transformer rec-

tifiers usually present handling prob-

lems only when exposed to extreme

ambient temperatures. Extreme tem-

peratures can severely affect windings

of motor and generator fields, carbon

and wire-wound resistors, and tran-

sistors.

High temperatures encountered dur-

ing pre-launch operations result pri-

marily from heat dissipation of elec-

trical and electronic units. Also, missile

compartment temperatures have been

elevated up to 145°F just from solar

radiation.

An external air conditioning sys-

tem using an external power supply

can solve the problem during pre-

launch operations. Cooling capability

is usually only that which is available

from heat sink of the equipment itself.

In most cases this amounts to an op-

erating time of only slightly more than

that required for flight operating time.

Ambient temperatures can be ex-

pected to be as low as -65 °F due to

geographic location. With proper de-

sign, compensation for these low tem-

peratures can be achieved with little

weight increase. In liquid-propelled

missiles where liquid oxygen is used,

compartment temperatures can be ex-

pected to go much lower than -65 °F;

compartment temperature is a func-

tion of the time cryogenic propellants

are required to be in the tanks prior

to launch. This problem exists pri-

marily in the longer range missiles

where it has been solved by an ex-

ternal air conditioning device.

• Connectors and cables—Missile

electrical connectors and cabling pre-

sent very few problems during the

process of operational handling. Mis-

siles located in areas exposed to high

relative humidity and salt spray present

the greatest problems.

A continual maintenance program
is necessary to keep any electrical

termination from being exposed to these

environments. When necessary to re-

move individual wires or disconnect

electrical connectors, care must be

taken to protect against corrosion. The
entire connector or exposed termina-

tion should be covered with a moisture-

proofing compound of silicone-rubber

and activator.

Particular care must be taken at

all times to prevent wire insulation

from being punctured.

Great care must be taken with

electrical cables in the proximity of

the missile engine. Cable is available

now which can be exposed to am-
bient temperatures up to 1000°F. Ad-
ditional protection is sometimes added
by wrapping a cable with asbestos and
aluminum tape.

In liquid-propelled missiles there is

the possibility of small fires in the en-

gine compartment due to propellant
leakage. If cables are sufficiently

wrapped with protective tape they can
tolerate small fires without causing elec-

trical system failure.

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
• Cables and umbilical connectors

—

For pre-launch operations a number of
circuits usually are provided to the
missile for external power, operation of
missile relays and valves, and telemetry.

To achieve successful missile operation,
disconnect of these umbilicals must be
made at a specified time.

Umbilical release is performed
electrically, mechanically, pneumati-
cally, and simply by pull-away (or any
combination of these methods). De-
sign trend has been toward the pull-

away release for improved reliability.

Great care must be taken when in-

stalling umbilical connectors to pre-
vent damage or misalignment. Umbili-
cal connectors which contain large
power pins sometimes require pin lubri-

cation to assure release. A coating of
Dow Corning No. 4 has been used
successfully for this purpose.

For pre-launch operations, protec-
tion must be provided against moisture
and salt spray between the umbilical
connector and the missile connector.
An application of silicone rubber com-
pound sealing the umbilical connector
to the missile provides good protection

against corrosion.

At missile launch, umbilical cables

are sometimes exposed to very high

temperatures from the missile engines.

Protection can be accomplished by
wrapping the exposed cables with a

layer each of asbestos and aluminum
tape.

• Power equipment—Power require-

ments for a missile operation vary from
a few hundred watts to as much as

1000 kw. For ICBM's the power prob-

lem just becomes one of designing an
electrical power system large enough
to meet the load requirements. For
mobile-launched and air-launched mis-

siles, missile-component design is criti-

cal from the standpoint of a minimum
requirement for external electrical

power.

Sufficient power for air launched

missiles usually can be derived from
generators mounted on the accessory

pad of the aircraft's engines.

Missiles operating from mobile

launchers, in various environments,

sometimes have power requirements

greater than that available from the

prime mover. When this occurs an aux-

iliary power unit is required. The at-

tendant operational problems are that

of providing a fuel supply and main-

taining a battery power source includ-

ing battery heater for operations in low
temperatures for starting purposes.

24 missiles and rockers, May 2, I960
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ASTROLOG
A status report on U.S. missiles and rockets

and all space vehicles presently in orbit

Indicates change since March 7 edition

PROJECT

SPACE VEHICLES

ADVENT (ARPA-Air
Force

)

AGENA (Air Force)

ATLAS-ABLE (NASA)

CENTAUR (NASA)

COURIER (ARPA-Army)

DISCOVERER (Air

Force)

DYNA-SOAR I (Air

Force)

ECHO (NASA)

JUNO II (NASA)

MERCURY (NASA)

MIDAS (Air Force)

NIMBUS (NASA)

NOVA (NASA)

ORION (ARPA-Air
Force)

CONTRACTORS

GE-Bendix prime for polar-orbiting

phase

Lockheed, prime; Bell, propulsion

STL, prime; GE/Burroughs, Arma,
guidance; Rocketdyne, Aerojet-Gen-

eral, ABL, propulsion

Convair, prime; Pratt & Whitney/-
JPL, propulsion

Army Signal Corps, prime

Lockheed, prime; GE, re-entry vehicle

Boeing, space craft and systems

tegrator; Martin, propulsion

Langley Research Center, prime

ABM A/Chrysler, prime; Ford Instru-

ment, guid.; Rocketdyne/JPL, prop.

NASA, prime; McDonnell, capsule

Lockheed, prime

Contract to be let shortly

No prime announced; Rocketdyne,

propulsion

General Atomic

DESCRIPTION

New overall name for advanced com-
munications satellites STEER, TACKLE
and 24-hour instantaneous repeater
called DECREE

1700-pound satellite after burnout

Orbit 200-lb. vehicle around moon
or send into deep space

Soft-land 730-lb. on moon; first

liquid hydrogen engine; 30,000-lbs.

of thrust

Delayed repeater communications
satellite

THOR-AGENA launchings of early

stabilized satellites

Boost-glide orbital space craft; first

space bomber; TITAN booster

Puts 100 ft. inflatable sphere in 1000

mile orbit; passive communication
satellite

Early deep space booster; small pay-

load

First manned satellite

Early-warning satellite; detect ICBM
launchings by infrared before birds

leave pad; R&D models weigh 2 tons;

operational system to have 12-15

satellites

Follow on to TIROS weather satellite

Clustered 6-9 million lb. booster plus

upper stages

Space station launched by series of

atomic explosions

STATUS

R&D

Used in DISCOVERER program;

larger model to be used with ATLAS
and THOR under development;

NASA also will use to take place of

cancelled VEGA

Two lunar orbit attempts beginning

this summer

First test flight in spring, 1961

R&D; satellite in advanced stage;

first to be launched in spring

Of first I I launched, 6 stabilized in

orbit; ejected capsules not recovered

R&D; first glider flights from Ed-

wards AFB by 1962; intensive ma-

terial studies underway

First launch due this month

Five more shots planned

Capsule tests on ATLAS to begin;

manned capsule launching by RED-

STONE down Atlantic this summer;

first manned flight scheduled in 1961;

first abort capsule test set for May

R&D; early launchings from Cape;

later from Pacific Missile Range's

Point Arguello; transferred from

ARPA to Air Force; first R&D launch-

ing Feb. 26 failed because of ap-

parent trouble in second stage; sec-

ond launching imminent

Study

Early R&D on 1.5 million lb. F-l

engines

Advanced engineering studies under

way; tests may be attempted; pro-

gram shifted to Air Force alone

missiles and rockets, May 2, I960 25



PROJECT CONTRACTORS DESCRIPTION STATUS

PROJECT 3059 No contracts announced Solid motor in 1 million to 2 million

lb. thrust class

Research determining feasibility;

study contract expected soon

SAMOS (Air Force) Lockheed, prime Reconnaissance satellite; formerly

SENTRY
R&D; stabilization already achieved

in DISCOVERER series; first test

launching scheduled this spring;

transferred from ARPA to Air Force

SATURN (NASA) NASA Huntsville Facility, prime;

Rocketdyne, Pratt & Whitney, propul-

sion; others not announced

Five-stage vehicle with 1.5-million-lb.

clustered booster. Second stage to

be cluster of four 200,000-lb. liquid

hydrogen engines; third, two 200-K
engines; fourth, four 20-K's; fifth, two
20-K's

New timetable; first static firing of

two engines a success; full test late

spring; first flight late 1961; first

operational flight 1963 with 4th and
5th stages on booster; NASA plans

to build 30 during 1960's

SCOUT (NASA-Air
Force)

Chance Vought, prime; Minneapolis-

Honeywell, guidance; Aerojet-Gen-
eral/ANegany/Thiokol, propulsion

Solid four-stage satellite launcher;

200-300 lb. payload in orbit

Air Force and probably Navy also

to use for research; first test in April

partially successful; AF test expected
soon

THOR-ABLE (Air Force-
NASA)

STL, prime; Rocketdyne/Aerojet-
General/ABL, propulsion

Early deep space booster; new Air

Force upper stage called ABLE-STAR
has start-stop capability

Sun orbit shot in Spring—nine

months behind schedule. Only two
shots left in program

THOR-DELTA (NASA) STL, prime; IT&T, guidance; Rocket-

dyne Aerojet-General. 'Allegany, prop.

Put 65-1 b . satellite In orbit around
moon

R&D; first flight early this year; to

be used in ECHO and TIROS pro-

gram

TIROS (NASA-AF-Army-
Navy-Wea. Bu.)

RCA-Army Signal Corps, prime Meteorological satellite; TV pictures

of cloud cover

R&D; three launchings this spring;

first launching in April a success;

two more this spring scheduled

TRANSIT (ARPA-Navy) Johns Hopkins Laboratory, prime Navigational satellite; R&D model
weighs more than 250 lbs.; opera-

tional model about 50 lbs.

TRANSIT IB R&D satellite put in

orbit April 13

TRIBE (ARPA) Family of space launching vehicles Planning

YO YO (Navy) No contract announced Tactical sea-launched one-pass recon-

naissance satelloid

Studies

X-15 (NASA-AF-Navy) North American, prime; Thiokol, pro-

pulsion

Rocket plane; 3600 mph; flight at

edge of space; on AF model each
XLR-II rocket engines develop 16,-

000 lbs. of thrust; later XLR-99 en-

gines to develop 50,000 lbs.

Five powered flights; one plane dam-
aged in landing; second plane hit

Mach 2 and more than 80,000 ft.

Feb. 1 1; first X-15 has been accepted
by the Air Force, turned over to

NASA for testing at Edwards AFB

MISSILES & ROCK
ALFA (Navy)

ETS
Avco, prime ASW surface-to-underwater; 500 lb.

solid; conventional; formerly called

ABLE

Deployed on destroyer escorts

ASROC (Navy) Minneapolis-Honeywell, prime Surface-to-underwater; solid rocket

torpedo; nuclear

R&D; operational Jan. 1961

ASTER (Navy) Ford Instrument, prime Anti-submarine rocket launched from
surface ships; 30-35 mile range; mar-
riage of TERRIER and SUBROC

R&D

ASTOR (Navy) Westinghouse, prime ASW underwater to underwater;
rocket torpedo; nuclear

R&D

ATLAS (Air Force) Convair, prime; GE/Burroughs,
Arma, guidance; Rocketdyne, pro-

pulsion; GE, re-entry vehicle

ICBM; more than 5500-mile range;
liquid; nuclear

44 military launchings: 27 successes,

8 partial, 9 failures; 5 scientific

launchings: 4 successes; 1 failure.

Two operational at Vandenburg; 1 1

of 13 sites named

ARM (Air Force) No contract announced Anti-radar missile R&D

BOMARC-A (Air Force) Boeing, prime; Westinghouse, guid-

ance; Marquardt, propulsion

Ramjet surface-to-air interceptor;

liquid booster; 200 m, range; Mach
2.7; nuclear

First squadron operational at Mc-
Gwire AFB, N.J.

BOMARC-B (Air Force) Boeing, prime; Westinghouse, guid-

ance; Thiokol, propulsion

Ramjet, surface-to-air; solid booster;

Mach 2.7; more than 500 m. range;
nuclear

Eight launchings: 1 success, 7 fail-

ures; first successful flight April 14.

Production program sharply cut back

by Air Force.

BULLPUP (Navy-Air

Force)

Martin, prime; Martin, guidance;

Thiokol (Reaction motors), propulsion

Air-to-surface; 4-8 mile range; con-
ventional 250-lb. bomb; new model
has pre-packaged liquid; nuclear-

tipped model under development

Deployed with Atlantic and Pacific

Fleets; bigger model under R&D; Air

Force buying modified version

COBRA (Navy) No contract announced Anti-ship radar missile Early R&D

COBRA (Marines) Boelkow Entwicklungen, West Ger-
many, prime; Daystrom, U.S. dis-

tributor

24.6-pound anti-tank missile; 1 mile

range; 191 mph speed; solid propel-

lent

Marines planning to purchase; Army
considering them; already opera-

tional with West German troops



PROJECT CONTRACTORS DESCRIPTION STATUS

CORPORAL (Army) Firestone, prime; Gilfillan, guidance;
Ryan, propulsion

S u rfa cG-to-su rf3 cs \ 1 5- mil 6 range
liquid; nuclear

DpnlnvpH with II ^ & NATO IrooDtL/C^IUycU Willi . -J . OL lir\ 1 V II UU|Ji

in Europe

CORVUS (Navy) Temco, prime; W. L, Maxson guid-
ance; Reaction Motors, propulsion

Air-to-surface
\

prs-paclca cjed liquid*

radar homing; about 100-miles range

Fir-v ciirt-Accfiii ,a<4 IiiIv 1 ft f
QCQ

nil si iu t.*—ciii ui tot j u i y i o , 1797

CLAYMORE (Army) No contract announced Anti-personnel missile R&D

CROW (Navy) No contract announced Air-to-air missile R&D; has been flight tested

DAVY CROCKETT
(Army)

In-house project at Rock Island, III.,

arsenal

Surface-to-surface; solid; bazooka
launched; sub-kiloton nuclear war-
L J a. 1 L C J'tf ihead; two launchers of different sue

for various ranges

R&D; operational in FY '61

EAGLE (Navy) Bendix, prime; Sanders, guidance;
Aerojet propulsion

Air-to-air; 100-mile range; nuclear;

for launching from relatively-slow air-

craft

Early R&D

FALCON (Air Force) Hughes, prime; Hughes, guidance;
Thiolcol, propulsion

Air-to-air; 5-mile range; Mach 2;

solid; conventional; GAR-II has

nuclear warhead

GAR-ID & GAR-2A & GAR-3 op-

erational; GAR-4 & GAR-9 under
Di9 r* f A D O . L |_. /— A D 11K&D; oAK-y work slowed; CzjAK-II

contract let

oblNIt [
Air rorce

)
Douglas, prime; Aerojet-General,
propulsion

Air-to-air; unguided; 1.5-mile range;

nuclear

Operational

No contract announced Air-to-surface; unguided; considered

highly accurate

R&D

HAWK (Army) Raytheon, prime; Raytheon, guid-

ance; Aerojet-General, propulsion

Surface-to-air; 20-mile range; solid;

conventional; designed to hit low-

flying planes

Operational; units training for early

deployment to Europe and Far East;

advanced Hawk under development;

Jan. 29 successfully intercepted

Honest John, first known intercept

of one tactical missile by another

HONEST JOHN (Army) Douglas, prime; Hercules, propulsion Surface-to-surface; unguided; 16.5-

mile range; nuclear

Operational; deployed in Europe

HOUND DOG (Air

Force

)

North American, prime; Autonetics,

guidance; Pratt and Whitney, pro-

pulsion

Air-breathing air-to-surface; 500-mile

range; Mach 1.7; turbojet; nuclear

Operational; to be launched from

B-52G intercontinental bombers;

stockpile expected to exceed 400;

training fully underway; B-52 launched

one in April after non-stop flight

with it to North Pole from Florida

JUPITER (Army) Chrysler, prime; Ford Instrument,

guidance; Roclcetdyne, propulsion;

Goodyear, re-entry vehicle

IRBM; liquid; nuclear To be deployed with Italian troops

in Italy and used as AICBM target

drone; 29 military launchings: 22

successes; 5 partials; 2 failures. One
15-bird squadron to be deployed in

Turkey. Last R&D test shot launched

Feb. 4

LACROSSE (Army) Martin, prime; Federal Telecom-
munications Laboratories, guidance;
Thiolcol, propulsion

Surface-to-surface; highly mobile; 20-

mile range; solid; nuclear

Operational; 4 units being trained;

3 more planned for I960; to be de-

ployed in Europe and Far East; ad-

vanced LAUKObot K&U program
dropped at least temporarily

LITTLE JOHN (Army) Emerson Electric, prime; ABL, pro-

pulsion

Surface-to-surface; unguided; 10-

mile range; solid; nuclear

Operational this year; units training

with it

LOBBER (Army) No contract announced Surface-to-surface; cargo carrier; 10-

15 mile range; also can drop napalm;
1 ADD CD "iL L -1 II J DAILOBBER with warhead called BAL-
LISTA

Studies

LULU (Navy) No contract announced Surface-to-surface; nuclear R&D

MACE (Air Force) Martin, prime; AC Spark Plug, guid-

ance; Allison, propulsion

Air-breathing surface-to-surface; more
than 650-mile range; turbojet &

1* J 1 D -1 1 L 1 AAA
solid; nuclear; B model has 1000-m.

range

Being deployed with U.S. troops in

West Germany; now all mobile but

hard-base version in R&D

MATADOR (Air Force)
i J > • TL*I 1 / A 1 1

'

Martin, prime; Thiolcol/Allison, pro-

pulsion

Air-breathing surface-to-surtace; 650-

mile range

Being turned over to West Germans;
also deployed in Far East

MAULER (Army) Convair, prime Surface-to-air; IR guidance; highly

mobile antiaircraft and antimissile

missile for field use; to be on

trucked vehicle

R&D

MINUTEMAN (Air

Force)

Boeing, major contractor; Autonetics,

guidance; Thiokol, propulsion first

stage; Aerojet, propulsion second
stage; Avco, re-entry vehicle; AMF,
rail launcher

2nd generation ICBM; solid; mobile;

nuclear; 3 stages

R&D. Expected to be operational by
late 1962 and deployed in 1963; to

be installed in hardened sites and
made mobile on trains, possibly

trucks; tethered full-scale test models
successfully fired from silos; guidance
systems successfully tested on rocket

sleds at Holloman AFB, N.M. First

base site named: Malmstrom AFB



PROJECT CONTRACTORS DESCRIPTION STATUS

MISSILE A (Army) ARGMA to act as prime; six R&D
contracts for components scheduled
to be let soon

Surface-to-surface; 65-70 mile range;

solid

Design studies

NIKE-AJAX (Army) Western Electric, prime; Western
Electric, guidance; Hercules Powder,
propulsion

Surface-to-air; 25-mile range; Mach
2.5; solid & liquid; conventional

Deployed in U.S., Europe & Far Easi

NIKE-HERCULES (Army) Western Electric, prime; Western
Electric, guidance; Hercules &
Thiokol, propulsion

Surface-to-air; 80-mile range; Mach
3+; nuclear; claimed effective

against air-launched air-breathing

missiles

Rapidly replacing NIKE-AJAX

NIKE-ZEUS (Army) Western Electric, prime; Bell Tele-

phone, guidance; Thioltol and Grand
Central, propulsion

Anti-missile; 3-stage; 200-mile range;

solid; nuclear

R&D test launchings at White Sands
at the rate of about one a month
beginning Aug. 26. Five launchings;

3 successful, 2 partial. Test shots in

the Pacific against drone missiles

planned in mid- 1961. Administration

has refused to okay Army recom-
mendation to begin production.

PERSHING (Army) Martin, prime; Bendix, guidance;

Thiolcol, propulsion

Surface-to-surface; solid; under 700-

mile range; nuclear

R&D; to replace REDSTONE; first

R&D launching Feb. 25 from Cape
a success; 35 miles as programmed;
second April 20, a success

POLARIS (Navy) Lockheed, prime; GE, guidance and
fire control; Aerojet-General, propul-

sion; Lockheed, re-entry vehicle

Underwater and surface-to-surface;

solid; 1200-mile range can hit more
than 90% all targets in Russia; nu-

clear

58 launchings of test vehicle; 40 suc-

cesses; 16 partial; 2 failures; launched
from surface ship Aug. 27, 1959;

expected operational late in I960;

1100-mile plus range vehicles under
test at Cape Canaveral; all major
milestones except launching from sub

passed

RAVEN (Navy) No contract announced Air-to-surface; about 500-mile range Study

REDEYE (Army) Convair, prime; Atlantic Research,

propulsion

Surface-to-air; 20-1 b. bazooka-type;

IR guidance; solid; conventional

R&D

REDSTONE (Army) Chrysler, prime; Ford Instrument,

guidance; Rocketdyne, propulsion

Surface-to-surface; liquid; 200-mfle

range; nuclear

Deployed with U.S. troops in Europe

RESULUS II (Navy) Chance Vought, prime; Stavid, guid-

ance; Aerojet-General, propulsion

Surface-to-surface; turbojet & solid;

500-mile range; nuclear

Deployed aboard U.S. submarines;

used as target drone

SERGEANT (Army) JPL/Sperry, prime; Sperry, guidance;
Thiokol, propulsion

Surface-to-surface; solid; more than

75-mile range; nuclear

Production. To replace CORPORAL
this year

SHILLELAGH (Army) Aeronutronics, prime Surface-to-surface; lightweight; can

be vehicle-mounted
R&D; expected to be operational

mid-1960's

SIDEWINDER (Navy) GE-Philco, prime; Avion, guidance;
Naval Powder Plant, propulsion

Air-to-air; IR guidance; 6-7-mile

range; conventional; new l-C models
to have switchable IR and radar-

guided warheads

Deployed with Navy and Air Force;

all-weather type under development

SKY BOLT (Air Force) Douglas, prime; Nortronics, guid-

ance; Aerojet, propulsion

Air launched ballistic missile; more
than 1000-mile range; solid; nuclear

R&D; to be purchased by British also

SLAM (Air Force) No contract announced Surface-to-surface; low-altitude; sup-

ersonic; nuclear-powered ramjet; nu-

clear

Study-R&D

SNARK (Air Force) Norair, prime; Northrop, guidance;
Aerojet-General, propulsion

Surface-to-surface; 5500-mile range;

solid and turbojet; Mach .9; nuclear

Deployed at Presque Isle, Maine

SPARROW III (Navy) Raytheon, prime; Raytheon, guid-

ance; Aerojet-General, Thiokol, pro-

pulsion

Air-to-air; 5-8 mile range; Mach
2.5-3; solid and pre-packaged liquid;

conventional

Operational with carrier aircraft;

earlier SPARROW 1 obsolete; new
contract aimed at extending range

and altitude

SUBROC (Navy) Goodyear, prime; Kearfott, guid-

ance; Thiokol, propulsion

Underwater or surface-to-underwater;

25-50 mile range; solid; nuclear

R&D

SS-IO (Army) Nord Aviation, prime Surface-to-surface; primarily anti-

tank; 1 600-yard s range; 33 lbs. solid;

wire guided; conventional

Operational with U.S., French and
other NATO and Western units;

battle-tested in North Africa

SS-II (Army) Nord Aviation, prime Surface-to-surface; also helicopter-

to-surface; 3800-yard range; 63 lbs.;

wire guided; conventional

Operational. Under evaluation by
Army.

T-238 (Army) No contract announced Four-inch diameter, small, short-

range poison gas rocket; to be fired

from 45-tube launchers

Operational

TALOS (Navy) Bendix, prime; Farnsworth/Sperry,

guidance; Bendix/McDonnell, propul-

sion

Surface-to-surface; 65-mile range;

solid & ramjet; Mach 2.5; nuclear

Operational aboard cruiser Galves-

ton



PROJECT CONTRACTORS DESCRIPTION STATUS

TARTAR (Navy) Convair, prime; Raytheon, guidance;
Aerojet-General, propulsion

Surface-to-air; 10-mile range; Mach
2; 15 feet long & 1 foot in diameter;
solid duaf-thrust motor; conventional

Many test firings in Pacific; ex-

pected deployment I960 as primary
armament of guided missile de-
stroyers; production

TERRIER (Navy) Convair, prime; Reeves/FTL, Sperry,

guidance; ABL, propulsion

Surface-to-air; 10-mile range; Mach
2.5; 27 feet long; solid; conventional

Operational with fleet

TERRIER-ADVANCED
(Navy)

Convair, prime; Reeves/FTL, Sperry,

guidance; ABL, propulsion

About 100% performance improve-

ment over TERRIER
Operational Advanced TERRIERS to

be deployed about mid-1960

THOR (Air Force) Douglas, prime; AC Spark Plug,

guidance; Rocketdyne, propulsion;

GE, re-entry vehicle

Surface-to-surface IRBM; 1500-mile

range; liquid; nuclear

Operational; 4 bases set up in Eng-
land. 62 military launchings: 43 suc-

cesses; 12 partial; 7 failures; 24 sci-

entific launchings; 23 successful, 2

partial; 3 failures; R&D and "hot
rod" advanced tests completed
Feb. 29.

TITAN (Air Force) Martin, prime; Bell, Remington Rand,
guidance; Aerojet-General, propul-
sion; Avco, re-entry vehicle

Surface-to-surface ICBM; 5500-mile

range; liquid; 90 feet long; nuclear

13 launchings test vehicles: 9 suc-

cesses; 1 partial; 3 failures. Five

sites for 7 squadrons named; 14

squadrons planned

TYPHON (Navy) Applied Physics Lab, prime Medium and long range seagoing
anti-missile missiles; formerly called

SUPER TARTAR and SUPER TALOS;
solid booster and ramjet sustainer;

conventional; supersonic

Early R&D

WAGTAIL (Air Force) Minneapolis-Honeywell, prime Air-to-ground; low-level; solid; de-

signed to climb over hills and trees

R&D

WILLOW (Army) Chrysler, prime Highly-classified missile R&D

ZUNI (Navy) Naval Ordnance Test Station, prime Air-to-air, air-to-surface; solid; un-

guided rocket; 5-mile range; con-

ventional

Operational

SATELLITES

SATELLITE COUNTRY STATUS

EXPLORER 1 (30.8 lbs.) U.S. Launched 1/31/58, est. life 3-5 years. Orbits earth, perigee: 224 m., apogee: 1573 m., period

114.8 min. (Discovered Van Allen Belt)

VANGUARD 1 (3.25 lbs.) U.S. Launched 3/17/58, est. life 200-1000 years. Orbits earth, perigee: 409 m., apogee: 2453 m.

LUNIK 1 "MECHTA"
(3245 lbs.)

Russia Launched 1/2/59. Believed to be in orbit around sun on 15 mo. cycle.

VANGUARD II (20.7 lbs.) U.S. Launched 2/17/59, est. life 10 years +. Orbits earth but is "wobbling," perigee: 347 m., apogee:

2064, period: 125.85 min., inclination to equator: 32.88°.

PIONEER IV (13.40 lbs.) U.S. Launched 3/3/59. Orbits sun, and achieved primary mission, an Earth-Moon trajectory.

EXPLORER VI "PADDLE-
WHEEL" (142 lbs.)

U.S. Launched 8/7/59, est. life: to Aug. 1961. Orbits earth, perigee: 156 m., apogee: 26,357 m.,

period: l2'/2 hours, speed: at perigee 23,031, at apogee: 3126 mph., inclination to equator: 46.9°.

VANGUARD III

(about 100 lbs.)

U.S. Launched 9/18/59, est. life 30-40 years. Orbits earth, perigee: 319 m., apogee: 2329 m.

LUNIK III (about 614 lbs.) Russia Launched 10/4/59, est. long life, orbits earth-moon; took first picture far side of moon; est.

perigee: 30,000 m., apogee: 291,000 m.

EXPLORER VII (91.5 lbs.) U.S. Launched 10/13/59, est. life 20 years, orbits earth, perigee: 341, apogee: 679.

DISCOVERER V
CAPSULE
(less than 300 lbs.)

U.S. Launched 8/13/59. Satellite burned up in atmosphere Sept. 28. Capsule also thought to have

been destroyed, but it was later rediscovered and first thought to be an unidentified Soviet

satellite. Est. life several months, perigee: 134, apogee: 1074.

PIONEER V
(94.8 lbs.)

U.S. Launched 3/11/60, est. life: foreve- o bits sun, interplanetary radio communication satellite,

passed 6 million miles 12:08 EST April 24.

TIROS 1

(270 lbs.)

U.S. Launched 1/4/60, est. useful life: 3 mos. perigee: 435 m; apogee: 468. Picture-taking weather

satellite.

TRANSIT IB

(265 lbs.)

U.S. Launched 1/13/60, est. life: 16 mos. minimum; perigee: 233; apogee: 479. First R&D navigation

satellite.

DISCOVERER XI

(1700 lbs.)

U.S. Launched 1/15/60, est. life: brief; perigee: 109; apogee: 380; Air Force advanced satellite

R&D vehicle.

Reprints Available
Since Missiles and Rockets Magazine first started giving a bimonthly report on the status of space vehicles and

missiles and rockets, numerous readers have asked about the availability of reprints. The following charges are estab-

lished:

1 to 100 copies

—

20<t each; 100 to 500 copies—15? each; 500 or more copies— 10<I
: each.

Requests for reprints should be addressed to:

Promotion Department, Missiles and Rockets Magazine, 1001 Vermont Avenue, N.W., Washington 5, D.C.

The M/R Astrolog is a copyright feature of American Aviation Publications, Inc.



advanced materials

Norair Method Slashes Brazing Time
Radiant honeycomb method to be used for making advanced

missile panels; working time cut from 3-72 hours fo 5-75 minutes

THERMOCOUPLES ATTACHED to the outer skin of a brazing envelope containing

a stainless steel honeycomb sense temperature variations and instantly apply precise

heat corrections during the brazing cycle.

ENVELOPE BEING chilled has just moved from between the banks of radiant brazing

lamps at right. Movement from position to position takes 1.25 seconds.

by John F. Judge

Radiant honeycomb brazing, a proc-

ess developed by Northrop Corp.'s Nor-
air Division, will be the production

method used under a new $956,447
Air Force contract for manufacture of

stainless steel honeycomb panels for

advanced aircraft and missiles.

The process, Nortobraze, reduces

brazing time from three to 12 hours

down to a range of 5 to 15 minutes de-

pending on the complexity of the part

involved. The essence of the Northrop
method lies in banks of radiant quartz

lamps capable of temperatures up to
6000°F in the brazing of panels in a

varity of shapes, sizes and thicknesses.

The workpiece is enclosed in a gas

tight envelope of soft auto body steel.

Initially, two such steel sheets are

stamped to fit the honeycomb configur-

ation. The outer skin of the workpiece

is placed on one of these sheets. A
brazing alloy sheet is laid on next, fol-

lowed by the honeycomb core and any
solid inclusions. Another brazing alloy

sheet, the second skin and edge mem-
bers, if any, are applied in order. The
closing auto body steel sheet is laid on
the pile, vacuum and argon lines at-

tached and the envelope is roll seam
welded around the edges.

Air is purged from the envelope and
argon gas admitted to a pressure of 500
mm Hg. The envelope is tested for

leaks and a coating of heat-asborbent

paint is applied. The entire piece is then

positioned in the vertical brazing rack

and the lamp banks moved into place

on either side.

The workpiece is brought to a tem-

perature plateau of 1725°F and held

there for a period of time determined

by the configuration, inclusioned solids

and brazing mixture.

• Uniform heating—The tempera-

ture throughout the brazing cycle is

rigidly controlled through a console

containing six power control channels,

each having a preprogramed function

generator. The temperature cycle is

plotted beforehand on graph paper and

scanning devices within the function

selectors follow the graph lines, actuat-

ing sections of the lamp banks. Ther-

mocouples located in the envelope pro-

vide feedback to complete the loop.
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Biggest Hand-forged Aluminum Piece

Made by Alcoa for Douglas Tunnel

These couples provide localized temper-

ature control at all times during the

cycle—maintaining uniform heating de-

spite varying core thicknesses and solid

metal inclusions.

When the heating cycle is complete,

the envelope is moved to the chill dies

and cooling begins in a matter of sec-

onds. The dies, using either water or

chemical refrigerants, bring the work-

piece down to a temperature where it is

dimensionally stable. Then the entire

envelope, still filled with argon, moves
through a heat treating process. After

heat treating the envelope is cut open

and the completely brazed panel is re-

moved.

The framework holding the panels

during the brazing cycle also shields

the thermocouple terminals. A coating

of highly reflective ceramic gold main-

tains near-room temperatures about

these terminals—even though the quartz

lamps are but inches away.

The current Nortobraze machine
can accommodate panel sizes up to

2 x 3 ft. Thickness can vary from to

6 in. The next machine being built will

handle panels up to 4 x 5 ft. There is

no real upper limit to the size of a

Nortobraze process.

Besides the stainless steel family of

metals, Nortobraze has been applied to

titanium alloys and is adaptable to the

niobium and molybdenum groups.

The specific contract just awarded

is a production-type agreement, but the

parts involved are more likely to be

prototypes for some of the advanced

concepts of the Air Force. The con-

tract will be administered by the Manu-
facturing Methods Division of the Aero-

nautical Systems Division at Wright-

Patterson Air Force Base.

Hoffman Hits New High

In Solar Cell Efficiency

Silicon solar cells with a guaranteed

13% minimum efficiency are rolling off

the production lines at Hoffman Elec-

tronics Corp., Los Angeles.

According to Hoffman, this is the

first time such cells have been available

on a regular basis. Furthermore, none

of the currently orbiting satellites have

solar power converters with efficiencies

greater than 9%.
The increase in efficiency is the re-

sult of a production advance involving

the addition of nickel-plated, solder-

dipped positive contact strips to the

surface of the cells. This innovation

reduces the series resistance of the "P"
layer of the cells, increasing the relative

efficiency of each unit by about 15%.

As a direct result of this develop-

ment, cells with 10% efficiency are be-

ing reduced 30% in price. The reduc-

tion is felt all down the line.
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The world's largest hand-forged alu-

minum mandrels are shaping the nickel

nozzle liners for the new hypersonic

wind tunnel at Douglas Aircraft Co.

The first forging, produced by the

Cleveland Works of the Aluminum
Company of America, roughly resem-

bled its final bottle-like shape and
weighed 8230 lbs. After an initial ma-
chining operation by Hillcrest Crank-

shaft and Machine Corp., Titusville,

Pa., Alcoa heat-treated and artificially

aged the mandrel to achieve its best

physical properties.

The 12-foot forging was finish-

machined by Douglas to exacting di-

ameter tolerances. The piece tapers

from 24 in. at one end to 3 in. at the

other with 0.001 in. tolerance attained

at 1440 measuring stations.

A special electroforming tank at

Bone Engineering Corp., Glendale,

Calif., deposited nickel on the mandrel
to a depth exceeding 5/8 in. The entire

assembly was brought to sub-zero tem-

peratures and—since aluminum shrinks

more than nickel at the same low tem-

perature—the mandrel separated from
the coating.

The perfectly formed nickel liner

remaining after withdrawal of the man-
drel is ready for immediate installation

in the Douglas Mach 6 nozzle.

Two larger mandrels from Alcoa
will be required for the Mach 8 and
Mach 10 nozzles. A 9650-lb. forging

will be needed for the Mach 8 nozzle

and an 11,900 lb. piece for the Mach
10 nozzle. All of the mandrels can be

re-used.



Saturn Booster Bulkheads

Pose Fabrication Problems
by Frank G. McGuire

Manhattan Beach, Calif.—Two
methods of fabrication are being used

by U.S. Chemical Milling Corp. to pro-

duce high-strength, lightweight bulk-

heads for the Saturn space booster.

The booster, developed by the Army
Ballistic Missile Agency and now un-

der sponsorship of the National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration, uses

both 70 in. diameter and 105 in. di-

ameter tanks.

Basic material for the bulkheads is

Reynolds #5086 aluminum alloy. The
components and their fabrication pre-

sent problems not previously encount-

ered by industry because of the size

and close tolerances involved. These
considerations prevented use of existing

techniques for machining the parts.

The tankheads, being basically hemi-

spherical, are ideal shapes for spinning,

and this method expedited production

while cutting tooling costs. A spun
shape, however, has inherent departures

from the optimum.
• Special kithe—The spinning proc-

ess creates external surface waviness

and thickness variations both radially

and longitudinally. It was to overcome
these disadvantages that U.S. Chemical
Milling Corp. designed and built a spe-

cial lathe specifically to machine the

tankheads being produced for Saturn.

The lathe machines the entire out-

side surface relative to inside surface

through a hydraulically actuated tracer

valve and enclosed slave system. Thick-

ness tolerances of ±0.005 in. are ob-

tained in production through use of.

this method.

Physical properties are attained

through work hardening. By controlling

the process and breakdowns used and

by effecting a considerable stretch on
the final spinning operation, good ulti-

mate and yield strengths are obtained.

For the 70 in. diameter tanks

(which will form a cluster about a cen-

tral 105 in. diameter tank in the fin-

ished vehicle), USCM begins with a

workpiece of 100 in. x 100 in. #5086
aluminum alloy measuring 0.300 in.

thick.

These tankheads are machined on
the lathes at the firm's Manhattan
Beach facilities, while other parts lend

themselves better to pre-machining,

then a subsequent overall removal

through chemical milling to the final

dimensions.

In the 70 in. diameter tankheads,

the minimum thickness is 0.142 in. In a

variable-thickness tankhead, chemical

milling is especially effective because

the thickness of the finished part is

thinner than is practical to machine.

• Reduction—With this type of

tankhead the circumferential band re- il

mains at 0.125 in. and the principal

dome area is reduced to a minimum
j

thickness of 0.020 in. These parts were

first machined to a uniform thickness,

then chemically milled.

The 105 in. diameter tankhead be-

gins as a blank of material 135 in. x
;

135 in. and measuring 0.375 in. thick.

The aft bulkhead of this central tank is
|

eventually reduced to 0.230 in. over- i

all, while the forward bulkhead is a

variable-thickness component measuring I

a minimum of 0.156 in. near the center, 1

tapering to a minimum of 0.230 in. in I

a circumferential band about two inches

wide around the edges.

The use of this method is expand- I

able so that required tapers in material 3

thickness or the incorporation of radial

bands of lighter or heavier gauge ma-
terial can be accomplished.

Lockheed Weightlessness

Simulator Being Built

The first insight into how a man
will behave under the conditions of

j

long periods of weightlessness in outer

space will be gained through experi-

ments with Lockheed's null gravity

simulator.

The firm's Human Factors Research

Laboratory at Marietta, Ga., has de-

signed and is building the device that

will permit close observation of subjects

working and sleeping under the effects

of weightlessness.

The simulator is actually a large

cylindrical tank of water. The subject,

equipped with breathing apparatus, will

be entirely submerged. The entire sim-

ulator will revolve, creating a condition

of weightlessness in the water that will I

closely resemble that of outer space.

The spinning will eliminate the sub-
j

ject's sense of direction by confusing the
'

otholith organs of the inner ear. The
distribution of pressure by the water

will remove the unidirectional pressure
j

so characteristic of gravity.

While in this environment, the sub- ;

ject will perform a series of tests and
operations similar to those which would
have to be done in a spacecraft. Ob-
servers will be able to measure the sub-

ject's actions and reactions through in-

struments.

F. A. Cleveland, Lockheed Georgia

Division's chief design engineer says J

that some of the more serious effects '

of weightlessness may not appear until

after an extended time of exposure.

Short time tests cannot achieve such

results.

The simulator is also expected to :

find use as a training means to fa-

miliarize astronauts with null gravity

conditions.
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ground support equipment

IT&T Group Plays Heavy Role at PMR

BIG GSE JOB is performed by employes of Federal Electric Corp., which has respon-

sibility for maintenance and operation of electronic facilities at PMR's Naval Missile

Facility, Point Arguello. Here two technicians check out telemetry equipment.

by Richard van Osten

A group of 150 civilian technicians

is shouldering heavy responsibilities in

the nation's polar-orbiting satellite pro-

grams and ballistic missile launches

from the Navy's Pacific Missile Range.

They are employes of Federal

Electric Corp. charged with operation

and maintenance of electronic facilities

at PMR's Naval Missile Facility, Point

Arguello, Calif. (NMFPA).
Range support task was awarded to

FEC, the service organization of Inter-

national Telephone and Telegraph
Corp., with a $1.4-million Navy con-

tract in April, 1959.

• Assignments—The initial contract

covers Phase I of FEC operations at

NMFPA. This includes maintenance
and operation of ground-to-missile te-

lemetry; communications, including au-

tomatic and manual telephone equip-

ment and four types of radio equip-

ment—HF, VHP, UHF and microwave
data link.

FEC is charged also with the criti-

cal job of monitoring daily all radio

frequencies within the NMFPA area.

Frequency interference control (FIC)
detects and locates sources of radio

frequency interference before, during
and after a launch; assists PMR head-
quarters at Pt. Mugu in monitoring
responsibilities assigned by the Federal
Communications Commission; and pro-
vides needed information on satellite

orbits as an additional monitoring func-
tion.

Instrumentation and range safety

radar is operated and maintained by
FEC personnel for missile tracking and
impact prediction; air and surface sur-

veillance and height finding of objects

which might interfere with or be en-
dangered by a launch operation.

For range safety, FEC functions
include the post of range safety coor-
dinator who must monitor all radar and
range safety systems and select the best
of available data for display to the
missile flight safety officer. The latter

uses the information to determine
whether or not a destruct is required.

FEC personnel are responsible also
for photo-optical equipment—fixed, cal-

ibrated-position cinetheodolites, mobile
optical tracking units and related types.

Still another critical function
charged to FEC is maintenance and
operation of display equipment—radar
indicators, manual and automatic plot-

ting boards and status boards.

• Three-ring circus—First step in

FEC action for a launch is receipt of

instrumentation plans from PMR head-

quarters designating types and quanti-

ties required. Various FEC groups re-

sponsible for equipment to be used
check it out and put it in the "ready"

category.

FEC then receives an operation

schedule and countdown procedure.

When operations reach the countdown
phase, three things happen. Or, as a

FEC representative puts it: "All hell

breaks loose in three ways at one time!"

The three functions line up as fol-

lows: range areas are cleared by sur-

veillance radar and with Navy ships,

aircraft and helicopters; the range user

checks out the missile or vehicle and
FEC's telemetry group reports to the

user on the status of the signal; and

all instrumentation is rechecked ac-

cording to a prescribed countdown pro-

cedure.

When the missile or vehicle is fired,

FEC personnel are about as busy as

the proverbial paper hanger.

Telemetry groups record signals

from the missile. Photo optics men
track and photograph the launch and
flight. Instrumentation radar crews

track and record missile position. The
range safety coordinator monitors and
selects data to assist the missile flight

safety officer. Operations and display

personnel man radar indicators, plot-

ting and status boards.

After the launch, crews collect data

from each section, identify it, and
transmit it to the Navy's data reduc-

tion center at Pt. Mugu.
• Navy's chores—What, then, does

the Navy do? The answer is "Plenty!"

as far as PMR is concerned.

As operators of PMR, the Navy
retains overall responsibility for all mis-

sile operations over the range whether

they be fired from nearby Vandenberg
AFB or NMFPA. This includes range

safety, impact prediction and tracking.

On certain Vandenberg shots, however,

"destruct" decisions may rest in the

hands of an Air Force officer.

Navy personnel hold supervisory

positions such as Range Operations Su-

pervisor (ROS) who is assigned on a

program or project basis in overall

charge (less in-flight range safety) of

operational phases of range support;

Range Facilities Control Officer

(RFCO) who is assigned to coordinate

and report to all concerned on readi-

ness of all facilities required for an

operation; Missile Flight Safety Officer

(MFSO) who represents the Range
Safety Officer (RSO) and is respon-

sible for execution of the "Range Safety

Operational Plan" for a particular op-
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RCA Calls Transistorized

EDP System World's Fastest'

eration; Surveillance Officer (SO) with

functional responsibility in a particular

geographic area of the range for a

specific period of time or individual

operation to exercise control of as-

signed aircraft, boats, air and surface

radars display equipment and commu-
nications facilities.

Other positions with overall Navy
responsibility include: Ground Safety

Officer (GSO) who is charged with

controlling the hazard areas during op-

erations, including pad safety, move-
ment of personnel and traffic evacua-

tion of nonessential personnel from the

ground hazard area, and surveillance of

the Southern Pacific Railroad's right-

of-way which extends the length of

both Vandenberg and NMFPA; Pad
Safety Officer (PSO) who monitors

missile or vehicle preparation work in-

volving use of hazardous materials or

systems; Launch Control Officer (LSO)
with responsibility for supervising ac-

complishment of all functions necessary

in the preparation and countdown; and
the Operations Conductor (OC) who
represents the range user and is respon-

sible for informing the RFCO and ROS
of his time schedule and countdown
progress, hold, cancellings, or incom-
pleting the operation if objectives of the

range user cannot be satisfied.

• Expansion due—FEC is heavily

involved in all NMFPA projects other

than tracking of Thor, Discoverer and
Atlas launchings from Vandenberg.

Among the more exotic support areas

are the Atomic Energy Commission's

HAS (High Altitude Sampler), Sun-

flare, a Naval Research Laboratory

project to study solar flare phenomena;
Tumbleweed, an AEC/Sandia Corp.

project; Tepee, Office of Naval Re-
search study of an aircraft and missile

detection system. Future support opera-

tions will include Titan, Samos, Midas
and Project Mercury, man-in-space.

FEC expects to add about 25%
more personnel within the next few

months as operations step up at PMR,
and as FEC moves into Phase II of its

NMFPA responsibilities.

The second phase will get under

way in about 90 days. This will place

all toxic fuel handling, ordnance

handling and ground clearance facilities

in the lap of FEC.
The ITT service organization does

not fit in the same organizational spot

as Pan American Airways in the At-

lantic Missile Range. It might be de-

scribed as a "little further down the

line."

On the record, Navy Capt. William

J. Sarcipno, commander of NMFPA,
has praised FEC as a "fine example of

military/industry teamwork." Off-the-

record conversations with responsible

Navy personnel at the facility also pro-

duced high praise for FEC's operations.

Los Angeles—An electronic data

processing system billed as "the world's

fastest" has been introduced by the

Radio Corporation of America. Dubbed
RCA 601, the transistorized system is

applicable to either business or scien-

tific uses.

Unveiled simultaneously with the

company's smaller EDP system, Model
301, the unit is designed to augment
the year-old Model 501. RCA feels it

has thus made available "the first total

concept of computer service." All three

are fully transistorized and modularly

constructed.

Expected to cost more than $20,000

monthly on a rental basis, the new
601 system incorporates a high-speed

memory unit with a character capacity

of 262,000 numbers, letters or symbols.

Up to 64 tape stations can be

linked to the 601 for memory storage,

each tape station having a capacity of

20 million data characters and a

memory cycle of 1.5 millionths of a

second. Tape speed is 120,000 char-

acters/sec, and decisions can be made
at the rate of 666,667/ sec.

The "open-end" system design en-

ables the user to expand capacity, in-

crease functions or speed.

Its multi-programing provision has

been designed to permit the automatic

running of any number of independ-

ently written programs simultaneously,

limited only by the system's total

memory. In parallel processing or con-

trol operations, the system will operate

on a job priority basis, as well as han-

dling changeable priorities.

•'Little brother'—The "little

brother" of the 601 is a computer
designated model 301 and intended

primarily for business applications.

This unit rents for up to $9000/-

month and can serve either as a com-

MAGNETIC MEMORY discs of the RCA 301 data processing system are examined by

two RCA vice presidents, T. A. Smith, Industrial Electronic Products Div., and D. H.

Kunsman, Electronic Data Processing Div. This is the first data processing system to

use magnetic discs—similar to 45-rpm records—for its memory "storehouse"; it also

can use magnetic tape on reels.
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plete system or as an auxiliary to one

of the larger models.

The basic processor of the 301 in-

corporates two sizes of core memory

—

either 10,000 or 20,000 individually

addressable alpha-numeric characters

—

the program control, and a simplified

control panel.

Other modules available for use

with the basic system include card

punch control, paper tape control,

reader control, printer control, and
simultaniety control. The last of these

enables the computer to perform other

functions while a memory search is

being conducted.

The memory unit of the 301 con-

Los Angeles—A "new generation"

computer billed as the most powerful

available in the moderate-price field

has been unveiled by the Datamatic

Division of Minneapolis-Honeywell.

The Honeywell 400 is expected to

make high-speed electronic data pro-

cessing feasible for most of the 10,-

000 top firms in the country.

Designed as a business computer
rather than a scientific tool, the 400
performs up to 6000 operations per

second, a rate as much as tenfold that

of other computers in the same price

range. Expected to rent for $8660 per

month, the 400 is well below the $10,-

000-monthly rental figure generally

considered to be the upper limit for

small businesses, or subsidiary opera-

tions of large businesses.

The basic unit consists of a central

processor, four high-speed magnetic
tape units, a high-speed printer, and a

card reader. Two additional tape units

and a card punch can also be added
as optional equipment.

• High compatibility—The new sys-

tem, available for delivery in mid- 1961,
will be compatible with the larger data

processing system, the Honeywell 800,
enabling a firm to use it in conjunc-
tion with the 800 or to graduate from
the 400 to the 800 with maximum ease

and minimum disruption of process-

ing.

High performance in the fields of
storage and high-speed manipulation of
large volumes of data make the 400
most efficient at sorting and maintain-
ing files.

The 400 and 800 models use identi-

cal tape systems, printers and card
readers. Information compatibility of

the two models will also be complete,
so that each system can read the

tains 128 discs with magnetic record-

ings on both sides having a storage

capacity of 4Vi million data characters.

As many as five of these can be utilized

with the 301; discs can be interchanged

rapidly or erased for re-recording.

Twelve magnetic tape memory units

can be included in the 301 complex,

each of which has a storage capacity

of 4 million data characters. The unit

can read tapes either forward or back-

ward with equal speed.

The printer used with the 301

reads out data at the rate of 72,000

characters/minute. Variations in for-

mat and existing capabilities are under

control of the stored program.

data obtained and recorded by the other.

Core memory capacity of the 400

will be 1024 words of 48 bits each;

this may be doubled, however, at cus-

tomer option. Reading and writing

operations may be performed simul-

taneously, and high-speed printing may
be performed simultaneously with any

other operation.

• No 'baby'—Transfer rate of in-

formation to or from the tape will be

64,000 characters or 96,000 decimal

digits per second. Orthotronic control,

a feature used on Honeywell's data

processing systems, will detect and
correct any errors in, or damage to,

information recorded on the tapes.

The printer operates at 900 lines

per minute, and the card reader han-

dles 650 cards per minute.

The company emphasized that the

400 is not a "baby" machine. "Al-

though not as powerful as the 800, this

later system is nevertheless a complete
and powerful system," according to

Samuel D. Harper, Director of Sales

Engineering for the Datamatic Division.

Minitrack Calibration

Will Use Star Reference

Accuracy of Minitrack—worldwide
satellite tracking network—will be
checked by a new calibration tech-

nique using the stars as reference. The
work is being done by Bendix Radio
under a just-announced contract with

NASA.
Calibration of the satellite tracker

uses an aircraft in flight on a starlit

night. A blinker light on the aircraft

—actuated by a timed radio signal

from the Minitrack station under test

—

is tracked by a precision camera on
the ground. The aircraft's position in

space is determined by its photograph
against the background stars.

Simultaneously, a 108 mc radio

signal is transmitted from the aircraft

and recorded by the Minitrack station.

The position of the plane as fixed by
the radio signal received is compared
against the starlit photographs and any
errors of calibration are exposed.

Each Minitrack site is calibrated

three times a year.

900 LINES a minute is the speed of the printer included in the Minneapolis-Honeywell

Regulator Co. 400 high-speed electronic data processing system.

M-H Computer Within Price

Range of Small Businesses
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Honeycomb, a critical assembly device, is one of

many research tools developed through the coopera-

tion of Los Alamos scientists and engineers to enhance

the Laboratory's constant quest for knowledge.
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Super-Accurate

NBS Uses Cesium Clock

To Measure Frequency
Transmission of the world's most

accurate radio frequency standard be-

gan last week at the National Bureau
of Standards. Using the Bureau's new
cesium atomic clock, the VLF (20 kc)
broadcasts originate at Sunset Canyon,
20 miles west of Boulder, Colo.

Signals from the Sunset Canyon sta-

tion—WWVL—may reach as far as

Hawaii or even to New Zealand, but
are not strong enough to provide good
coverage over the entire globe. The
Sunset station will serve as the pilot

for eventual establishment of world-

wide transmissions. The original signal

will be used for research necessary be-

fore such service can be established.

The low-frequency waves from Sun-
set Canyon will follow the curvature of

the earth with the ionosphere and the

ground acting as upper and lower limits

of a gigantic duct to guide the signals

over the globe. Since the ionosphere

will thus serve only as a boundary and
not a direct reflector, it will have al-

most no effect on the speed of the

waves. For this reason, the 20 kc fre-

quency will provide a much more stable

transmission than the presently used

high frequencies of WWV and WWVH.
Accuracies will be on the order of 100

times better.

Such ultra-precise standards, un-

known a short time ago, are becoming
increasingly necessary in the missile/

-

space age. Some uses: time coordina-

tion of missile and satellites tracking

station recording; measurement of min-

ute quantities of electrical and radio

energy in basic research; as vital aid

to progress in electronics.

The International Consultative Ra-

dio Committee (CCIR) adopted the

proposed 20 kc frequency band in

April 1959. Last December, the fre-

quency was adopted by the Interna-

tional Radio Conference in Geneva for

the International Telecommunications

Union.

Guardite Co. Unveils New
Space Simulation Chamber

Los Angeles—A hyper-environ-

mental space simulation test chamber
was unveiled at the recent Institute of

Environmental Sciences conference

here by the Guardite Co., a division of

American-Marietta Co.

The spherical test facility permits

simulation of altitudes up to 1.5 million

ft. It is intended to test materials and
components under space extremes of

altitude, temperature and radiation.
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Thiokol Presses On-Site Loading

Lack of reliability and scale-up capacity make segmented

solid rockets a 'dead end/ Wilhite maintains

by Jay Holmes

Reliability and scale-up capability

are overwhelming considerations in

favor of loading very large solid-pro-

pellant rockets at the launch site, a

Thiokol Chemical Corp. official de-

clared last week.

Bryce Wilhite, technical director at

Thiokol's Utah Rocket Operations Cen-

ter, maintained in an interview that

logistic considerations would limit the

growth of segmented rockets—making
the concept a technological "dead end."

Wilhite did not specifically men-
tion the current Air Force competition

on a contract to study the feasibility

of building a solid booster with 100-

million-lb.-seconds total impulse. But

his remarks had obvious bearing on the

competition.

The six solid-propellant companies

bidding are divided on how to fabri-

cate and cast so large a rocket. Every-

one agrees it is impractical to manu-
facture a whole rocket and transport

it to a distant launch site. The reason

is that the motor is simply too large

for transportation by air, rail or truck.

Although no one has given exact di-

mensions, it is generally assumed that

the motor would be about 12 ft. in out-

side diameter and about 60 ft. long.

Thiokol and Rocketdyne Division

of North American Aviation have pro-

posed on-site mixing and loading.

Aerojet-General Corp., Grand Central

Rocket Co. and United Technology
Corp., a recently formed subsidiary of

United Aircraft, prefer building rocket

segments at their plants and putting the

segments together at the launch site.

It is not known which approach is

favored by the sixth competitor, Her-
cules Powder Co.

• Reliability hurt?—Wilhite con-
tended that segmented construction

automatically reduces system reliability

by increasing the number of com-
ponents. For instance, he said, if a

rocket is made of six segments, each
with a 95% reliability, the system
reliability is the 6th power of 0.95

—

about 74%.
Further, he argued, reliability is

reduced further by the impossibility of

hydrotesting the rocket case. The pro-

pellant segment is cast into the cylin-

drical case segment at the plant and

the segments are bolted or screwed

together at the launch site. There ob-

viously is no way to hydrotest the

case with propellant in it.

The Thiokol official asserted that

there are only two reasons for con-

sidering segmented rockets: ease of

fabrication and logistics. So far as

logistics is concerned, he said, the seg-

mented approach is a technological

dead end. It may be possible to trans-

port segments and put together a motor
one generation larger than those that

can be transported by rail or truck, he

said. But for the scale-up after this

one, he asserted, it will be necessary

to switch of on-site loading.

"The segmented rocket has abso-

lutely no growth potential," Wilhite de-

clared.

• Experience—Wilhite said Thio-

kol's Huntsville, Ala., division first

worked on segmented rockets in 1952,

when it was working on the Loki mis-

sile, which had a rocket 3 in. in diame-

ter and 5 ft. long. The Loki motor had

two segments, a cylindrical portion

and a forward head. The head, filled

with propellant, was fitted inside the

cylinder.

In 1956, Wilhite continued, Thio-

kol built and fired a segmented motor
6 ft. in diameter. The rocket, called
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NASA to Be in Solid Booster Project

The Air Force will coordinate its Project 3059 big solid booster with the

National Aeronautics and Space Administration, it was learned on high authority

this last week.

Because of NASA's prime responsibility for developing big boosters, there

has been considerable internal Air Force discussion about the appropriateness of

sponsoring the development. The decision was positive—that there is a legitimate

military requirement for supporting this advance in rocket technology and that

the Air Force can take the first step without obtaining approval at the Depart-

ment of Defense level or higher.

If a large solid rocket is proved feasible under the one-year study planned,

the Air Force will go to higher authority before authorizing the next phase—a

full-scale development program. During the first year, the Air Force will ask

a NASA propulsion official to serve on a committee supervising the project.

Although no decision will be made until after the feasibility study, Air Force

officials consider Dyna-Soar a likely application. A solid booster has the usual

advantage of rapid reaction and simplicity—important in any military weapon

system.

the "Big B," consisted of a head sec-

tion, a main segment AV2 ft. long and

a nozzle section.

It makes sense to fabricate the

rocket case in segments and put the

pieces together at the launch site, he

said. Thiokol is convinced that the

case should be built up from cylin-

drical segments, he added. This is be-

cause cylindrical weld seams introduce

only half as much weakness as longi-

tudinal seams.

Wilhite said he does not consider

propellant physical properties a seri-

ous problem in design. He said he sees

no need for internally reinforcing the

grain, particularly when the booster is

cast in a vertical, ready-to-launch posi-

tion.

"The worst condition occurs when
a rocket is lying on its side and cold

flow of the plastic propellant puts the

bond in tension. We ran slump with

rocket engines 31 in. in diameter lying

on their side for five or six years with-

out ill effects," he said.

• Loading—On-site loading is best

accomplished with the use of a mobile

continuous mixing and loading plant.

Wilhite noted that Thiokol has de-

veloped a pilot facility for a continuous

mixing process at the Army's Long-

horn Ordnance Works at Marshall, Tex.

Premixed fractions of the propel-

lant would be delivered to the site in

self-discharging transfer containers.

The fractions would be in the form of

pastes or slurries with very long shelf

life, since oxidizer and fuel elements

would be kept separate.

The mixing machine would feed

directly into the rocket case. Wilhite

said it might be wise to launch from
near a steep hill or cliff, so as to sim-

plify the layout as shown in the ac-

companying artist's conception.

He made no estimate of the cost

of such an installation. But he said the

expense for the continuous mixing and
loading plant would be small in com-
parison with the overall cost of the

launching facility.

• Curing—After loading, the pro-

pellant can be cured by piping hot air

through or by wrapping the case with

electric blankets. Thiokol studies in-

dicate that the most practical method
of curing is a controlled-zone approach

—under which the mass would be

Solid propellant rocket cases, a

market that may approach a billion

dollars in the next half-decade, make
up one of the most fiercely competitive

and secretive areas in the missile-space

business.

The competition is wide open be-

cause there are thousands of companies

in the metal and metal-parts trade who
are qualified or who think they are

qualified. And, with the recent interest

in plastic rockets, hundreds of plastics

manufacturers are potential new com-
petitors.

These are the findings of a special

M/R survey of companies in the field.

The rocket-case business is secretive

for many reasons. Military security

plays a prime role, of course. The de-

sire to protect companies' proprietary

secrets is another factor. A third is

the reluctance of propulsion contrac-

tors to identify their suppliers.

The rocket-case business is lucra-

tive because, in the missile age, it is a

piece of hardware that still can be man-
ufactured by mass production methods.

If you can meet the tolerances and de-

liver in quantity, you can earn a nice

piece of change.

cured in relatively small sections. If

such a large mass were cured at once,

it would develop excessive stresses and
strains during contraction on cooling,

which would probably produce pro-

pellant faults.

After curing, the core and cast-

ing fixtures are removed and the grain

is trimmed to the desired size. Since

propellant is poured from the forward

end, the head must be attached after

curing. This attachment will have to

be made with bolts or screws, since

it is obviously impossible to weld.

For materials handling, the prin-

cipal items required are self-discharg-

ing transfer containers to feed the pro-

pellant ingredients to the mixing equip-

ment. Thiokol said several types of

pressure feed tanks on the market can
be modified for this purpose.

Special mobile cranes or elevators

and miscellaneous feeding and transfer

equipment will also be needed for pro-

pellant handling. The operation can be

made mobile and self-sufficient by in-

stalling everything on tractor-trailers,

lowboys, refrigerated vans or trucks.

Some additional minor pieces of

equipment will be required, Thiokol

said, but it cannot be described until

after completion of a detailed design

project.

However, there is a great deal more
to the "ifs" than meets the eye. A few
large companies suffered very bloody
noses in the early stages of the rocket-

case business. Some smaller ones lost

their shirts.

• Confinement—T h e engineering

problem—steering between the Scylla

of too much dead weight and the

Charybdis of too little strength—leaves

little room for maneuver.

For in the solid rocket, the rocket

itself is the combustion chamber. The
entire case—not just the throat area

as in a liquid rocket—must withstand

the tremendous pressures of the ex-

panding gases. Thus, the solid rocket
|

has more dead weight than the liquid

engine.

As solid rockets have grown bigger,

the problems have gotten worse. Cur-

rently, the most headaches—and conse-

quently the most money—are in the

cases for the Air Force Minuteman
ICBM, the Navy's Polaris fleet ballis-

tic missile and the Army's Pershing.

Polaris cases have been in produc-

tion for several months. The Navy;

plans to bring the submarine-launched

weapon to operational status by the

Secrecy, Fierce Competition

Mark Rocket Case Making
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end of this year. Next in line will be

the Army's Pershing, which may go
into production before the end of the

year. Minuteman still has at least an-

other year to go.

A fourth big solid missile, whose
status is still unclear, is the Army's
antimissile Nike-Zeus. It will be at

least a year before the Zeus goes into

production.

• Those involved—Five companies
are involved with the production of

Polaris cases. They are Aerojet-General

Corp., Norris-Thermador Corp., Kaiser

Metal Products Inc., A. O. Smith Corp.
and Excelco Developments Inc.

Excelco—together with its com-
panion company, Newbrook Machine
Corp.—manufactured most of the cases

while Polaris was in the development
stage. Shortly before the missile went
into production last year, Aerojet-Gen-
eral, the propulsion system contractor,

acquired the Rheem Manufacturing Co.
of Downey, Calif.

Aerojet centered its case manufac-
turing in the Downey plant. However,
to meet the Navy's requirements, Nor-
ris-Thermador, Kaiser and Smith,

which had been making development
cases, were given production contracts.

The amount of money involved and
the production rate are classified. The
Navy declines even to disclose just how
much of the current year's $876 mil-

lion Polaris budget is going for cases.

Pershing cases are being made by
Pratt & Whitney Division, United Air-
craft, and Young Development Division
of Hercules Powder Co. Douglas Air-
craft Co. makes Nike-Zeus cases.

The Minuteman situation is com-
plicated by the competition for propul-
sion contracts. Thiokol Chemical Corp.,
sole source on the big first stage, has
at least four sources for cases: Allison
Division of General Motors, Solar Air-
craft Division of International Harves-
:er, Pratt & Whitney, and Curtiss-

Wright.

On the second stage, Aerojet has
been chosen as primary source and
Thiokol is providing a limited technical
backup. Aerojet's Downey Division and
Lycoming Division, Avco Corp., are
providing Aerojet's cases. Thiokol ob-
tains cases from Allison and the Rocket
Engine Section of the General Electric

to. It is understood that Allison plans
ft proposal to Aerojet on the second
stage too.

Aerojet and Hercules Powder Co.
pre in competition for the third-stage

Contract. Both are making their own
jbases. Aerojet is also obtaining develop-

ment cases from Lycoming, Pratt &
IhVhitney, General Electric, Allison,

polar and Curtiss-Wright.
• Techniques—Manufacturing tech-

niques will probably vary widely on

the large missiles, depending on the

time the production run begins and

the urgency of the program. The earli-

est method was "roll and weld" as in

the production of aircraft bodies. It

was a natural method to be adopted,

since many rocket contracts have been
awarded to aircraft manufacturers.

Some development companies
achieved outstanding results with this

method. Industry spokesmen often ex-

press amazement at Excelco's success.

According to metallurgical theory,

the roll and weld method introduces a

weakness in the longitudinal weld seam.

The theory is that the crystal structure

of the metal is disturbed by the weld-

ing, which heats the metal unequally.

Spokesmen for Excelco dispute the

theory vigorously. A. J. Newman, Ex-

celco vice president, shows visitors

welded cases hydrostatically tested to

failure. In every case, the burst is away
from the seam. It is a question of get-

ting welders who know their business,

Newman says.

To avoid the problem of the longi-

tudinal seam, manufacturers are ex-

perimenting with several processes in-

volving seamless cylinders. Some are

starting from forged rings and spin-

ning or flow-turning the rings into cy-

lindrical shape. The head is welded on.

This does not introduce as much weak-
ness because there is only half as much
strain across a circular weld as across

a longitudinal weld. Pershing cases will

probably be made without a longi-

tudinal seam.

But the use of forged rings and
spinning equipment is expensive, par-

the Minuteman first stage. Thiokol is

investigating many approaches in an
effort to find a manufacturing method
that will provide cases of the necessary

strength at minimum cost.

• Downhold—Keeping costs down
is especially important in the Minute-
man program because the low cost of
solid rockets was one of the main fac-

tors involved in the Air Force decision

to develop a third ICBM.
In Polaris manufacture, a longitudi-

nal seam is used but it is reinforced.

The case, 54 in. in diameter, is .220 in.

thick. Across the weld, this is rein-

forced to a thickness of .280 in. to

insure complete reliability.

A. O. Smith Corp. reports it has

manufactured more than 80 first-stage

Polaris cases with only one hydrostatic

test failure on the longitudinal seam.

The failure, in a case without weld

reinforcement, was attributed to a

human error in reading a radiograph.

In manned aircraft, welding design

normally calls for a 15% decrease in

strength across a weld. The reinforce-

ment adds enough metal to increase

strength by about 25%.
• Conservatism—The steel used for

Polaris cases is a slight modification

of AMS 6434, designated by Aerojet as

M255. It is heat-treated to a 0.2%
offset yield strength of 190,000 psi.

This is a very conservative design,

since AMS 6434 steels are considered

capable of heat-treating up to 210,000

or 220,000 psi yield. The cases are

tested at 1150 psi proof pressure, which
imposes a stress of 145,000 psi.

The Polaris chamber pressure is

classified. However, it can be assumed
it is lower than the 1150 psi proof

POLARIS CASE is shown in production at the Vernon, Calif., plant of Norris-

Thermador Corp. A horizontal lathe is machining the outer surface.
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SYMBOLS IN THE SKY
The Moon (6) ... Mars (4) ... and other planets

are getting closer to our doorstep (4).

A great American team . . .the huge complex

of industry, science, military and civilian workers,

are building the vehicles which will soon

make the planets our next door neighbors.

California General ... fabricators of

assemblies for rockets and missiles . .

.

is a significant part of this team.

California General salutes this industrial and

scientific complex ... and its contribution to the

conquest of space . . .the 20th century miracle.

CALIFORNIA GENERAL, INC.

P.O. Box 56S, Dept. M, Chula Vista, California
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pressure. This adds another level to

the conservative design: The chamber
pressure is lower then the proof pres-

sure; the proof pressure stress is lower

than the heat-treated strength of the

metal; the heat-treated strength is less

than the maximum.
The production methods at Norris-

Thermador are typical of the methods
used for making Polaris cases. At its

Vernon, Calif., plant, Norris-Therm-
ador uses rolled sheet, plate and rough
forgings in producing first and second

stage cases. Welding is performed with

the use of a tungsten inert gas head
to protect the steel from oxidation.

Case heads are formed on a 6000-

ton Lake Erie hydraulic press, welded
to the sub-assembly and machined to

final critical dimensions. The units are

delivered to Aerojet separately, but

with closures attached.

The case is heat-treated after the

head and closure are welded to the

body sub-assembly. This is done in a

gantry-type furnace featuring a vertical,

drop-bottom construction and an oil-

quench pit. At A. O. Smith's Mil-

waukee plant, the heat-treat quench
is in molten salt.

Another machining follows the heat-

treat. Then the case is hydrotested.

Complete final machining and final in-

spection wind up the production.

The Polaris specification calls for

machining welds before and after re-

inforcement. Some engineers have ques-

tioned this requirement on the ground
that the machining introduces weak-
ness into the weld area. As far as is

known, Polaris is the only major mis-

sile program that requires machined
|

welds. The reason is classified.

Chutes, Solid Rockets

To Help Recover Saturn

A combination of parachutes and
solid-propellant retro rockets will ba
used to recover the Saturn booster, Dr.

Wernher von Braun says.

After a 200-mile trajectory fromi

Cape Canaveral, the booster will enteri

the atmosphere at about Mach 5, VonJ

Braun has told the House Appropria-|

tions Subcommittee.

The recovery equipment and the

operation for recovering one booster

will cost about $250,000, Von Braut

said, and the value of engines anc

other hardware recovered will be mucr
greater.

The booster will go through a clus

ter of parachutes to bring it down tf

the water at low speed, he explained. M
the end of a 100-ft. line will be a fuze

that will be ignited on contact with thu

water. The fuze then fires eight rocket

to counteract the remaining downwan
velocity and the booster eases into th'

ocean.
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Ocean Research to Get $60 Million

rovernment plans to build ships and laboratories, develop

^search tools and recruit scientists

by William Seller

For the past two weeks the prob-

ms of oceanography have been gone

/er in congressional hearings relative

bills pending in both the Senate and

e House. What these hearings mean is

at the government is thinking of

•ending about $60 million a year for

:eanographic research.

Late last month the Senate's Com-
ittee on Interstate and Foreign Com-
erce held hearings on the bill, the

vlarine Sciences and Research Act of
>59," which drew heavily for recom-
endations from a report by the Na-
mal Academy of Sciences-National

e s e a r c h Council's Committee on
ceanography. The Senate committee
emed favorably disposed towards the

U and there is a chance that it will

: brought to the floor during the pres-

it session of Congress.

On the House side, an oceano-
graphic bill identical with the Senate's

is resting in the Merchant Marine and
Fisheries' Subcommittee on Oceanogra-
phy. There is little chance that this one
will see the floor of the House this

session. There were also oceanographic
hearings last week before the House
Space Committee, which were pegged
to an Overton Brooks bill, but few peo-
ple believe that this particular work
has any significance.

• What's important—Whether or

not legislative action is taken on any

of the oceanographic bills during this

session of Congress is not believed to

be too important. What is important,

according to a member of the Subcom-
mittee on Oceanography, is that con-

gress realize the importance of ocea-

nography, that soon the body will be

appropriating money for the work, and

that meanwhile various government
agencies already have the power to in-

crease the tempo of their oceanographic
studies and will be doing so as fast as
they can.

The purposes of the identical Sen-
ate and House bill is "to advance the
marine sciences; to establish a compre-
hensive ten-year program of ocean-
ographic research and surveys; to pro-
mote commerce and navigation; to se-

cure the national defense; to expand
ocean resources; to authorize the con-
struction of research and survey ships
and facilities; to assure systematic stud-

ies of effects of radioactive materials
in marine environments; to enhance the
general welfare; and for other pur-
poses."

The organizations listed in the bill

to help in this work and to receive

appropriations for their help are the

National Science Foundation, Division

of Marine Sciences; various activities

in the Department of Commerce; the

Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare—Office of Education; the

Summary of Recommended Budget for New Oceanographic Activity by Agency

(Report of Nat. Acad, of Se.-Nat. Res. Council)

(millions of lfS8 dollars)

Coast and Bureau of Maritime Nat. Se. Office Atomic Bureau

Geodetic Commercial Adminis- Founda- of Edu- Energy of

ar Navy Survey Fisheries tration tion cation Comm. Mines Total

60 28.78 5.83 7.97 5.45 6.40 0.50 3.08 0.35 58.36
a 28.83 6.09 13.86 3.80 8.35 0.50 2.95 0.25 64.63
62 30.40 9.75 12.83 1.65 12.65 0.50 4.35 0.25 72.38
63 33.80 8.70 12.42 11.60 0.50 2.95 0.25 70.62
64 35.22 9.30 11.75 1 1.98 0.50 2.95 0.25 71.95
65 32.68 9.20 15.03 13.32 0.50 2.95 0.25 73.93
66 27.45 9.88 12.38 14.08 0.50 4.35 0.25 68.89
67 20.36 6.43 12.20 14.22 0.50 2.95 0.25 56.91

68 20.36 6.43 12.37 14.22 0.50 2.95 0.25 57.08
69 20.36 6.43 12.35 14.22 0.50 2.95 0.25 57.06

tal 278.24 78.04 123.16 10.90 1 2 1 .04 5.00 32.43 2.60 651.41

Summary of Recommended Budgets for New Oceanographic Activity

(Report of Nat. Acad, of Sc.-Nat. Res. Council)

(millions of 1958 dollars)

Education and Shore Facilities Shore Facilities New Radioactivity

ar Manpower Ships ( Research) (Surveys) Devices in Oceans Resources Total

SO 0.80 39.80 1.50 0.76 7.40 3.08 5.02 58.36

>l 0.80 40.45 2.70 1.52 9.50 2.95 6.71 64.63

>2 0.80 45.30 3.90 3.00 9.60 4.35 5.43 72.38

S3 0.80 35.95 6.60 4.50 10.90 2.95 8.52 70.22

A 0.80 33.65 10.50 6.00 10.50 2.95 7.55 71.95

>5 0.80 29.00 12.60 7.50 10.50 2.95 10.58 73.93

•6 0.80 20.55 13.50 8.26 10.50 4.39 10.93 68.89

.7 0.80 10.45 13.20 8.26 10.50 2.95 10.75 56.91

.8 0.80 10.45 13.20 8.26 10.50 2.95 10.92 57.08

S9 0.80 10.45 13.20 8.26 10.50 2.95 10.90 57.06

al 8.00 276.05 90.90 56.32 100.40 32.43 87.31 651.41
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Atomic Energy Commission; and the

Navy.
The bill asks for a coordinated,

long-range program of oceanographic

research similar to that recommended
as a minimal program by the Commit-
tee on Oceanography of the National

Academy of Sciences-National Research

Council. This program lists the follow-

ing needs:
• Building modern, oceangoing

ships for scientific research, surveys,

fisheries exploration and marine devel-

opment.
• Building laboratory and shore

facilities adequate to service and sup-

plement the research and survey fleets.

• Developing new and improved
research tools, instruments, and tech-

niques including bathyscaphs and other

manned submersibles, manned and un-

manned deep ocean buoys, modified

icebreakers, acoustical equipment and
telemetering devices, current meters,

direct density, turbulence and radio-

activity measuring devices, biological

sampling instruments, precision sali-

nometers and echo sounders, magne-
tometers, and deep sea underwater

cameras.

• Recruiting prospective oceanog-

raphers from among undergraduate

students of science, and facilitating

their advanced education through a

fellowship program.
• Getting more knowledge about

the habits and use of marine life.

Establishing a national oceano-

graphic records center to disseminate

oceanographic and related data.

• Developing international cooper-

ation in the marine sciences.

• Ships & planes—-The engineering

needs for ocean exploration were
brought out in the National Academy
of Sciences-National Research Coun-
cil's "Oceanography 1960 to 1970," as

well as by witnesses at the Senate hear-

ings. Such needs were in large part

based on ASW requirements.

More oceanographic research ships

were asked for, ones uniquely designed

for their missions. It was said that

those that the country does have are

makeshift, obsolete and uneconomical
to operate.

A vigorous program aimed at de-

veloping manned submersibles was
asked for. These craft should be able

to get down to the bottom of most of

the ocean and make whatever measure-
ments and studies are needed there.

There is need for open- ocean
manned research platforms which are

stable and can remain in place so that

time studies can be made.
A major program is needed to de-

velop anchored and drifting buoys for

getting space and time coverage of

ocean characteristics.

The Academy says that it seems

42

likely that aircraft can be used effective-

ly for some research and surveys on

the open ocean, particularly for studies

involving the joint problems of ocean-

ography and meteorology. Nearly all

laboratories will need single-engine

planes; several will need twin-engined

amphibians; some will need four-

engined commercial-type aircraft.

• Further suggestions—Here are

other recommendations made:
Instruments should be developed

for survey work, which are more accu-

rate, effective and trouble-free than

those now in use. Specialized devices

such as Loran C, inertial navigation

equipment, gravity meters and stable

platforms should be made available for

research as well as surveys as soon as

possible.

Underwater antics of missiles and
torpedoes are under close Navy study.

Special facilities at Morris Dam
near Azusa, Calif., may provide solu-

tions to difficult problems of guidance

and control of missile after water im-

pact and entry. The research and
development program is looking also

for improved torpedo vehicles and
techniques.

The site is equipped with a one-

of-a-kind variable angle launcher

(VAL) to simulate almost every

possible water entry angle. Missile nose

cones and system components are fired

into the 160-ft.-deep lake by a com-
pressed air system through 300-ft.-long

tubes. Small subsystems and compo-
nents are usually mounted in Mark 25
torpedos left over from World War II.

Principal use of the VAL system is

to determine what happens when a

missile hits the water's surface. If the

test involves components only, effects

of g forces during water entry are

evaluated. Considerable time is de-

voted to studies of the minimum angle

at which a missile can hit the water

and follow through on its mission

without "skipping" across the surface

like a flat rock.

A second area of investigation in-

volves research in water entry velocity.

This approach varies considerably be-

tween test missiles, but prime purpose
is to achieve configurations with
optimum velocity and without danger
of structural damage.

Third main study area at Morris

Dam is verification of model-based

computations as to underwater trajec-

tory and the relationship of the trajec-

tory to structural demonstrations.

Data are recorded by high-speed

A major program aimed at develop-

ing new high-seas engineering tech-

niques should be started. Restricting

our work are our limited abilities to

handle heavy equipment at sea and to

conduct operations such as drilling and

bottom sampling of the ocean floor.

Machine aids to computation and
data storage have much to offer and
should be looked into for oceano-

graphic applications.

High-pressure facilities to permit

controlled physical and biological ex-

periments in the laboratory are needed.

Efforts should be made to secure

the active participation of private in-

dustry in the development and manu-
facture of new devices and instruments

for oceanographic research and sur-

veying.

motion picture cameras and hydro-
jj

phones. Evaluation of test results is a

made at the Naval Ordnance Test Sta-
j

tion, Pasadena Annex, with optical,!

audio and computer equipment. Thel
Pasadena Annex, like Morris Dam, isi

an adjunct of the Naval Ordnance Test
j

Station at China Lake, Calif.

Test vehicles may be designed to I

float after launch. This provides easel

of recovery. If the vehicle sinks, how-

J

ever, electronic "queening" search gearl

is used to locate the test object. Ten!
Navy divers are on hand to aid re4
covery which can take days if thej

vehicle sinks into the deep silt of this! i

typical foothill lake.

Other test facilities include a nose

cone water entry device. This unit,j,

using huge shock cords as propulsion,

,

operates exactly like a giant slingshot—

1

slamming the nose cones into the waterl

from about 200 ft. over the surface.

The Morris Dam site also has au

propulsion research area for statical

firings of both solid and liquid pro-|

pellants.

About 50 scientists and technicians,)

in addition to the divers, are assignedM

to the site on a permanent basis.

!

Hydrofoils Entice Navy,
Maritime Administration

Succumbing to the lure of 100-knot

surface skimming, the Navy has sen

out requests for bids on an operationa

1 1 5-ton hydrofoil boat and the Mari
time Administration has awarded i

contract for a 60-knot, 80-ton craft t(

Dynamics Developments Inc., an affil I

iate of the Grumman Aircraft Engi
neering Corp.
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IRE-ARS Conference Has
Good Panels, Poor Exhibits

Cincinnati—Graced by the pres-

ence of some of America's top scien-

tists, the 14th Annual Joint IRE and

ARS Spring Technical Conference on

electronic data processing and space

technology drew an undeservedly small

attendance here.

Although its dull and unimaginative

exhibit hall warranted (and received)

slight attention, the panels drew inter-

ested and active audiences during the

:wo-day meeting.

Chaired by such stalwarts as Avco-
Crosley's Dr. George Bruck and J. C.

Elms (vice president and general man-
ager), IBM's R. G. Connihan, Uni-

versity of California's Dr. Joseph Kap-
lan, M.I.T.'s Dr. Charles S. Draper,

Sperry Rand's T. H. Bonn and Maj.

3en. M. C. Dernier and Col. J. Paul

Stapp of the Air Force, the eight panel

sessions were informative and well

directed.

Rocketdyne Uses Dry Ice

fo Cool Propellant Mix
Dry ice is being used to cool and

speed the processing of solid propel-

lant, Rocketdyne Division of North
American Aviation reports.

At Rocketdyne's Solid Propulsion

Dperations in McGregor, Tex., the

:ompany disclosed recently, process en-

gineers found that dumping dry ice into

:he propellant mix reduces mixing time

jy at least 30% and makes it possible

:o cut reject rates by as much as 20%.
Here is why: Propellants with a

ligh burning rate must be mixed very
slowly becau-e heat buildup in the mix
lecessitates periodic stops for cooling.

Previously, water was circulated

:hrough the mixer jacket at a tempera-
ure of 40°F. Despite this, the mix
:emperature would climb above 155°F.

By dumping 50-lb. batches of
:rushed dry ice directly into the mix,
Rocketdyne engineers reduced the tem-
perature of a 450-lb. mix to about 80°

:ach time. A total of 200 lbs. of dry ice

vas used with each batch.

There was no contamination of the

>ropellant—the dry ice all bubbled
iway harmlessly as carbon dioxide gas.

itauffer Produces New
High-Energy Oxidizers

Stauffer Chemical Co. has begun
>ilot-plant production of two new high-
nergy oxidizers, nitrogen trifluoride

nd tetrafluoro-hydrazine. The com-
ounds are useful by themselves or as
uilding blocks for more complex com-
ounds, Stauffer said.

lissiles and rockets, May 2, I960

Reliability in

SPRINGS
for Shock-Mitigation Problems

Load testing at ASF.

50 years of research, engineering,

and manufacturing by ASF . .

.

Specialized testing equipment

maintains maximum quality

your assurance of maximum service...

most efficient performance. For over 50

years ASF has led in research, engineering, and

manufacturing, to produce the highest quality and

performance in springs and shock-mitigation de-

vices. Today, the ASF spring plant at Hammond,

Indiana, is the largest and best equipped; it has

specially trained personnel, and mechanical facili-

ties to develop, test, and produce springs and com-

plete shock-mitigation devices for any desired

purpose.

So, whether your shock-mitigation problem is

routine or the only one of its kind, you can count

on ASF for the precise quality

and performance you want.

Write today for complete

information.

Magnaflux inspection detects

hidden flaws visual methods miss

AMERICAN STEEL FOUNDRIES
HAMMOND DIVISION Ham^d, mim.

Circle No. 9 on Subscriber Service Card.
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GE May Get License for Nord's SS-11B

General Electric Co. is expected to

be awarded a license shortly to manu-
facture the Nord SS-11B antitank mis-

sile.

Details of the licensing arrangement

were still being worked out last week,

M/R was informed. The SS-11B, which

closely resembles the SS-11 shown be-

ing fired from a tank above, is aimed

by remote control and eliminates the

wire guidance of the SS-11.

In a development Nord calls "hu-

man sense control," the missile opera-

tor employs a pair of binoculars con-

taining infrared cells sensitive to the

heat impulses emitted by the exhaust

of a jet tracer in the missile. Trajec-

The British Government's Depart-

ment of Scientific and Industrial Re-

search estimates that of the $830.7

million spent during 1958 on research

and development by British manu-
facturing industry, $280 million was
spent by the missile and aircraft in-

dustry. In fact, about 80% of the

defense contracts for research and de-

velopment were awarded to the missile,

aircraft and electrical engineering

industries.

The Department lists the "cost per

qualified worker in research and de-

velopment" in various industries. The
missile and aircraft industry worker

heads the list at $86,136, with the

automobile industry second, a good
way behind, at $55,378.

An interesting table compiled by
the Department of Scientific and In-

dustrial Research is one showing "re-
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tory is automatically calculated in a

transistorized fire control box worn on
the operator's belt and fed to the mis-

sile's guidance. The flight path dupli-

cates the line of sight course in the

cross hairs of the binoculars.

The SS-11B has a minimum range

of 100 yards compared to 550 yards

for the SS-11. Effective maximum
range is 2.2 miles for both versions of

the missile.

If the license agreement goes

through, it will be the third Nord
missile to be produced under license in

the United States. The French com-
pany recently licensed Bell Aircraft to

produce CT-20 and CT-41 drones.

search and development expenditure

compared with net output" (defined as

"the value added to materials by the

process of production, including the

gross margin of any merchanted or

factored goods sold"). The missile and
aircraft industry's net output is given

as $783.7 million: the research and
development expenditure, $280 million,

represents 35.7% of this figure. The
next industry on the list, electrical

engineering, shows a percentage of

11.9.

• R&D doubles—The Department
of Scientific and Industrial Research

states in its report: "In 1955 it was
estimated that nearly two-thirds of ex-

penditure on research and develop-

ment in manufacturing industry's own
establishments was provided out of

defense contracts. In 1958, the propor-

tion was less than half, so that ex-

penditure on civil research and develop

ment has approximately doubled be

tween 1955 and 1958."

The British budget for 1960-6

provides for an increase in the amoun
of money allocated to the Ministry o

Aviation for research and developmen
during 1960-61 of $23.8 million, o
about 4%. Of the total ($566,020,000)
"research and development work b;

industry" will account for $434,170,
800, an increase of $14 million, o
3V2%. Most of the balance is mad
up by allotments to British Govern
ment research establishments, payment
to Australia in respect of the Woomen
range and "assistance to the develop

ment and proving of transport aircraft.
1

More French Vessels

To Be Armed With Missile:

The last of eighteen 2700-toi

escorters launched for the Frencl

Navy will be equipped with Malafon
an 11 -mile range anti-submarine mis
sile, instead of the antiaircraft missile:

previously indicated by the French.

Spokesmen for the French Nav;
have announced that it will reques

in the Defense program law now be

ing prepared, the construction of foui

or five missile cruisers (5-ton) an«

of the prototype of new escorters whicl.

also will be armed with missiles.

RAF Medical Research

Has 100,000-ft. Ceiling

London—Although Great Britai

is putting a great deal of money int

new equipment and expansion at tl

RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine!

research facilities for space medicic

are not included in the program, c

even contemplated.

Equipment at the Institute is dil

signed for experiments in human ascei

up to altitudes of 100,000 feet—bn
not beyond. Present facilities include

human centrifuge with two rotor armt

each outfitted with gondola and axi

observer station; large climatic chani

bers and several high-altitude chan

bers.

Among sections in the Institute a:

Acceleration, Flight Selection and Ps

chology, Applied Physiology, Climat

Testing, Comparative Physiology, Hij

Altitude Physiology, Training, Bi

metry, Biophysics, Biochemistry, Tec
nical and Equipment.

Problems peculiar to Naval avi

tion are included in the experiment

program. Cmdr. F. Burgess, MS]
USN, is stationed at the Institute undl

an exchange arrangement with til

U.S. Navy.

missiles and rockets, May 2, 19
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Polaris-Subroc?
Joint Fire Control Is

Proposed by Librascope
The Librascope Division of Gen-

;ral Precision Equipment Corp. is pro-

posing development of a combined fire

:ontrol system for Polaris and Subroc

nissiles for use aboard Po/ar/s-launch-

ng submarines.

J. J. Murray, General Precision

;hairman. says Librascope is "cur-

ently negotiating" the proposal.

Librascope developed the fire con-

rol system for the Subroc antisub-

narine missiles soon to be operational

n nuclear-powered fleet submarines,

jeneral Electric developed the fire

;ontrol system for Polaris.

General Precision also has an-

lounced its entry into the transistor

ield. Murray said. A new company,
rhe Kearfott Semiconductor Corp.

vith facilities in West Newton, Mass.,

las been formed for development and
production of transistors and other ad-

vanced semiconductor devices.

The new company will operate

inder the Kearfott division of Gen-
:ral Precision. Robert N. Brown, VP
ind general manager of the Kearfott

division is chairman of the new com-
pany, and Stephen Cudlitz, formerly

)f the Instrumentation Laboratory of

V1IT, has been elected president. Rob-
;rt S. Henderson, also formerly of

VfIT, has been named executive VP.

Tiros I Pictures Give New
i/iew of World Cloud Forms

U.S. Weather Bureau meteorologists

eported last week that Tiros I's pic-

ures have revealed an unexpected large

degree of organization in the earth's

:loud systems.

By the end of last week the weather

satellite had completed some 300 orbits

iround the earth and had taken over

^000 pictures.

|

The most striking revelation, ac-

pording to Dr. F. W. Reichelderfer,

Chief of the U.S. Weather Bureau,

pame in pictures taken of the spiral

ploud formations associated with large

forms. Some of these spiral formations

riewed by Tiros I's cameras were more
rhan 1500 miles in diameter.

The cameras gave meteorologists,

iccording to the Weather Bureau's Di-

ector of Meteorological Research Dr.

Harry Wexler, "the first definite proof

hat a large percentage of such storms

[spiral) . . . have a banded structure."

Radar during World War II, Dr.

iVexler related, observed that tropical

torms consisted of bands of clouds

piraling around a center rather than

'a solid cloud mass rotating around the

Renter." Tiros proved for the first time

hat clouds outside of the tropics have

the same type of structure.

Weather satellites, according to Dr.

Reichelderfer, will not replace current

operations in predicting weather one

or two days in advance, but will greatly

increase the meteorologists' capability

to make long-range forecasts by show-

ing them the comprehensive world
cloud picture.

Pioneer V 'Repaired' from

Over 5,000,000 Miles Away
Pioneer V was "repaired" last week

from a distance of over 5 million miles.

The source of trouble was the sun

satellite's "telebit" unit which collects

data before it is transmitted to earth.

Robert Gottfried of Space Tech-
nology Laboratories, Inc., who was in-

strumental in the design of the "telebit"

unit, traced the trouble to a diode the

size of a pinhead. He then worked out

a new translation code for the channel

taking the bad diode into account.

Gottfried's feat was extremely diffi-

cult, considering that the 10 lb. "tele-

bit" unit contains some 450 transistors.

1500 diodes, 1600 resistors, 1000
capacitors, and several thousand sol-

dered connections.

Before the "repair," values coming
from the telebit channel which handles

battery voltage levels, battery tempera-

ture readings and solar-cell paddle tem-

peratures were obviously wrong.

Just One More Look.

LAST INSPECTION is made of Avco nose cone before it soared 5000 miles down the

Atlantic Missile Range aboard successfully fired Martin Titan on April 21.
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Direct Reading Goniometer
Calibration of divided circles, poly-

gons and angle gages with direct read-

ing to 0.1 second of arc is possible

with the new Microptic Precision

Goniometer developed by the Engis

Equipment Co.
The bearing for the worktable car-

ries a glass-divided circle, and the auto-

collimating telescope unit also contains

an optical system for determining the

mean value of the opposite-side circle

readings. Thus the measurement of the

auto-collimator rotation and the meas-

urement of the table rotation may be

obtained separately with equal preci-

sion. The table may also be rotated

relative to the divided circle about an

auxiliary center by means of a microm-
eter spindle engaging a wormwheel. A
second auto-collimating telescope is

mounted on a column carried by the

base casting.

Circle No. 225 on Subscriber Service Card.

Thermoelectric Generator

The General Instrument Corp. has

produced a small (one-foot-high), light-

weight (10 pounds) automatic thermo-

electric generator than can produce

electricity for a year on $10 worth of

ordinary propane gas and will keep

running as long as the fuel supply lasts.

Believed by the company to be "the

first practical thermoelectric generator

actually to be made commercially avail-

able in the United States," the unit is

designed as an "ultrareliable and un-

manned source of power" for radio

communications, sea and air naviga-

tional aids, and industrial and scien-

tific instrumentation in remote areas

where other sources of electricity are

not available or have a short life span

and must be replaced or recharged.

The generator is expected to be

priced at $500 or less in large-scale

production quantities. Single "evalua-

tion samples" are avalaible at a price

of approximately $5000.

The generator, which employs

"thermopiles" semiconductor elements

to convert the heat of the burning pro-

pane into electricity, produces five

watts of power, for as long as the fuel

supply lasts. It has been designed to

run for approximately a year on a

200-lb. tank (50 gallons) of propane

gas, which sells commercially for about

five cents a pound. By storing 1000

pounds of propane gas with the gener-

ator, it could run unattended for five

years, according to the company.
Circle No. 224 on Subscriber Service Card.

Position Transducer
Small angular measurements can

now be taken while maintaining all of

the advantages of a precision potenti-

ometer, with a new angular position

transducer produced by Bourns, Inc.

Sensitive to a rotation of 0.012° and

with a range of ±3° to ±5°, the in-

strument is currently being used on the

gimbals of a rocket motor to provide

a telemetering signal proportional to its

angular movement. The magnified input

of a small angular movement actuates

a wiper which moves across a precision

potentiometer producing a high-level

DC output that can be used without am-
plification. Completely sealed against

environmental conditions, the unit is

oil-filled to further increase its life,

eliminate noise and damp all resonant

frequencies.

Flat frequency response to 30 cps

has been observed without discontinu-

ities or excessive wear. Life expectancy

of the model is over 100,000 cycles.

Circle No. 227 on Subscriber Service Card.

Transistor Power Supply

Trygon Electronics has introduced

the new Trylab series of transistorized

power supplies designed specifically for

laboratory applications.

The units furnish 0-36 Volts DC
at 0-600 ma and 0-18 Volts DC at O-l

Amp, with 0.05% line and load regu-

lation and less than lmv. ripple. Auto-

matic short circuit protection is pro-

vided with variable current limiting

provisions to enable the user to draw
only the required amount of power,

thus protecting the load from over-

current conditions. Turn-on and turn-

off transients have been eliminated even

for light loads, protecting the load

from overvoltage conditions.

Remote sensing circuits have been

incorporated in the units to maintain

the required regulation at the load;

remote programing over the entire

voltage range is available as an optional

feature.

The series regulator network, fea-

turing a by-pass resistor technique,

allows the power transistors to operate

at a lower temperature by dissipating]

the excess electrical energy in power i

resistors. Since the junction tempera-

ture of the transistors is thus reduced,

a longer operating life results for these;

solid-state components.
Circle No. 228 on Subscriber Service Card.

Component Coating
A silicone base varnish, water thin I

and transparent, is being marketed by J

Melpar Inc., for the protective coating J

of electronic components.

The varnish, Melvar A- 100, has aJ

low curing temperature, a high operat-|

ing temperature (400 °F), and satisfac-

tory fungicidal properties under tests i

specified in MIL-V-173A. The coati

ing protects against electrical leakage!

caused by contaminants and break-

downs at high altitudes, and reduces!

moisture absorption.

The varnish can be applied by dip-

ping, brushing, spraying or vacuum-i

impregnating without obliterating com-i

ponent marketings.

Circle No. 229 on Subscriber Service Card.

'Blind' Welder Announced
An electronic seam weld-tracing de-

vice has been placed on the market bjj

Welsma Co. The instrument automatic

cally causes the electrode of the torcM
to follow the seam regardless of anjj

mismatch in the workpiece.

When the electrode deviates from
the seam an error signal is producedj
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Amplification of this signal causes a

servo motor to move the torch in a

direction that nullifies the signal—in

effect, guiding the torch back to the

seam.

The instrument permits blind weld-

ing. The torch can be initially placed

some distance from the seam, but as

soon as a small arc is struck, the torch

will move toward the seam and stay

with it until the welding cycle is com-
plete. Sample tests have shown that the

deviation of the torch from the seam
does not exceed 0.003 in. regardless of

any mismatch and is negligible when
passing over a small tack.

Circle No. 230 on Subscriber Service Card.

Alloy Junction Material
Indium precision spheres, for form-

ing alloy junctions in germanium tran-

sistors with purity up to 99.9995% are

available from Accurate Specialties Co.,

Inc. This ultrapure indium sphere as-

sures reproducible results in forming

the junction to the germanium crystal,

according to the firm.

The spheres can be had in diameters

ranging from 0.001 in. to 0.250 in. with

the diameters held down to plus or

minus 0.0001 in. precision and spher-

icity to plus or minus 0.0001 in.

In addition to pure indium, a num-
ber of alloys are available in spheres

using the 99.9995% pure element.

These include indium-gallium, indium-

zinc, indium-gallium-gold, indium-gal-

lium-zinc, indium-gallium-aluminum,

indium-germanium and indium-germa-

nium-gallium.

Production sphere lots of 1,000,000

pieces or more can be delivered within

10 days of receipt of order.

Circle No. 231 on Subscriber Service Card.

Read-out Oscilloscope

The indeterminate patterns of wave
forms on an oscilloscope have been re-

lated to direct numerical reading and
these readings have been automatically

transferred to key punch machines for

permanent record and statistical analysis

in the DuMont Laboratories' new 425
Oscilloscope.

This direct tie-in of an oscilloscope

with key punch equipment brings auto-

matic tabulation of statistical test data

to the laboratory or plant floor. The
425 scope can feed its data directly into

analog and digital computers. If a

variety of tests are contemplated, in-

formation from a battery of scopes can
be printed on a single card.

Circle No. 232 on Subscriber Service Card.

Multiheaded Transistors

The Electronic Transistors Corp.

has developed and is currently manu-
facturing multiheaded transistors to ef-

fect a further subminiaturization in

transistorized circuits to a much greater

degree than is now in use.

The multiheaded transistor is a

combination of any type or types of

transistors presently in use. These com-
binations, for example, may include

PNP, NPN, Audio Frequency, Ampli-
fier, Computer, Converter, General

Purpose, High Frequency, Low Fre-

quency, Intermediate Frequency, Low
Noise, Matched Pair, Medium Fre-

quency, Mixer, Oscillator, Radio Fre-

quency, Subminiature and Switching.

These applications may be combined in

every variation and combination de-

sired as each multiheaded transistor

contains the individual transistor as per

specifications in the multiheaded pack-

age.

The combination of these individual

transistors within the multiheaded pack-

age creates no interference and has

absolutely no contact with any other

transistor within the package inasmuch
as they remain individual as if they

were not in the same package.

Circle No. 233 on Subscriber Service Card.

Germanium Tunnel Diodes

Sperry Semiconductor has an-
nounced immediate availability of ger-

manium tunnel diodes covering the

widest range of typical peak currents

being offered to the industry. Sample
quantities of types T101-T105, with

peak currents ranging from 0.8 ma to

20.0 ma are available through all

Sperry sales offices for engineering in-

vestigation and application.

Peak to valley current ratios on all

types are in excess of 5.0 to 1, typically

8.0 to 1. Offering many inherent design

advantages, including small size, relia-

bility, radiation-resistance, wide tem-

perature range and high cutoff fre-

quency, they have a typical peak point

voltage of 50 millivolts and typical val-

ley point voltage of 250 millivolts. Op-

temperature fasteners
- A286
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Circle No. 10 on Subscriber Service Card.
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erating and storage temperature range

is from —55 to +100°C. The units

have a 100 milliwatt dissipation rating

at 25 °C.

Preliminary specifications have been

established on five types for use.

Typical peak currents for the five types

now in production are as follows:

T101—0.8 ma; T102— 1.5 ma; T103
—3.5 ma; T104—7.0 ma; T105— 15.0

ma.
Circle No. 234 on Subscriber Service Card.

Hi-Speed Torque Meter
B & F Instruments has added to

its line of products a new high-speed

torque meter, Model F2C2A, capable

of accurate transmission of torque sig-

nals through 50,000 RPM.
The model is being manufactured in

ranges from to 100 in. /lb. full-scale

through to 1000 in. /lb. full-scale with

0.6pd male spline shaft ends.

Larger versions of this model with

0.8pd male spline shaft ends will trans-

mit torque through 2500 in./ lb. full-

scale; a still larger version with 1.2pd

splines will cover ranges up to 10,000
in. /lb. full-scale.

The instrument is usually furnished

with coupling halves on the shaft as-

sembly.

Circle No. 235 on Subscriber Service Card.

Rejection Circuit

Kearfott Division of General Pre-

cision Inc., has announced availability

of the D48 16-01 quadrature rejection

circuit designed to operate from a
preamplifier or gain controlled ampli-

fier into a transistor servo amplifier.

Small and lightweight, this device

rejects the component of the input

wave which is 90° from the reference

input. The component of the input

sine wave which is in-phase with the

reference will produce a square wave
whose magnitude is proportional to

the load and the magnitude of the in-

phase signal.

The unit is designed to operate in

an ambient temperature range of
-55 °C to +115°C at altitude from
to 100,000 feet.

Circle No. 236 on Subscriber Service Card.

Flush Circuit Laminate
A copper-clad industrial laminate

for flush-printed circuits has been de-

veloped by General Electric. Designated

Textolite 11585, the glass-reinforced

epoxy laminate is designed to make
printed circuits that take 30 minutes in

boiling trichloroethylene, over 30 min-
utes in gold cyanide solution, or 2 min-

utes in a 500°F solder bath without

blistering or bond failure.

The new grade has high insulation

resistance, low water absorption, sta-

bility in humidity and superior bonding
strength, according to G.E. Engineers.

Textolite 1 1585 is available in sheets

measuring 36 x 48 in. as well as in the

standard sheet sizes of 36 x 36 and
36 x 72 in.

Circle No. 237 on Subscriber Service Card.

new literature

ENCODERS. A 12-page brochure,

"Shaft Position Digital Encoders With
Magnetic Readout," is available from
the ASCOP Division of Electro-Me-

chanical Research, Inc. The literature

gives complete specifications for the

company's 13-bit, 8-bit, and incre-

mental encoders. In addition, operating

principle of the new type of magnetic

readout is described in detail with illus-

trations. Recommended simplified

transistor circuitry is given for interro-

gation playback, detection, and ampli-

fication of the new magnetic encoders.

A conversion table is included for

conversion from binary code to decimal

or Gray codes.

Circle No. 200 on Subscriber Service Card.

HIGH TEMPERATURE APPLICA-
TIONS—Bulletin #120, the first in a

series of high-temperature applications

bulletins offering industry detailed in-

formation on the use of ceramic tool-

ing materials at elevated temperatures,

is now available at no charge to pro-

duction engineers faced with high

temperature processing problems. Bul-

letin 120 shows the typical applica-

tion of a Duramic 2000°F material in

an RF soldering application, where

the material offers unique character-

istics required in this type of high

temperature process: high heat re-;

sistance, low thermal expansion rate,

and non-wettability by molten soldei

alloys. A photo depicts a fixture ar-

rangement for soldering a magnet as-

sembly giving details on RF coil design,

fastening and locating methods used.

Circle No. 201 on Subscriber Service Card.

FLIGHT LABORATORY SERVICES
A 16-page illustrated color brochure

describing full services for testing air-

borne equipment quantitatively and

qualitatively in flight is available from

the RCA Flight Laboratory, Radio

Corporation of America. Services in-

clude flight-test instrumentation, data

reduction and analysis, and aircraft in-

stallation, maintenance and modifica-

tion.

Circle No. 202 on Subscriber Service Card.

ALUMINUM JOINING—A completd

survey of aluminum welding, brazing)

and soldering is included in a com/
prehensive, practical, 40 page illustratec

manual by All-State Welding Alloys

Company, Inc. Among subjects coverec

are welding aluminum and its alloys!

by inert gas shielded metal arc with <

consumable electrode, inert gas shielded

metal arc with a tungsten electrodi

and the latest arc and gas welding proo;

esses. Chapters are also devoted tc

aluminum brazing with an introduction

and detailed description of aluminuni

brazing alloys, brazing by torch, cleani

ing and finishing after brazing ami

charts of brazeable aluminum alloys

The soldering section includes mel:

and flow charts, how to solder alui

minum to other metals and instruction

on aluminum soldering with torch o.

iron—with or without flux.

Circle No. 203 on Subscriber Service Card.

MINIATURE CHOPPERS. An 8-pag|

general instrument catalog which givei

a complete set of technical definition

and specifications on new miniaturu

chopper models as well as "standard

instrument chopper models is noy

available without cost from Jame
Electronics Inc.

Circle No. 204 on Subscriber Service Card.

COOLING CRYOGENIC ELEC
TRONICS. A variety of miniature an

compact refrigeration systems for coo'

ing electronic devices to temperature

ranging from 3.5°K. to 200°K. is del

scribed in a new brochure published bi

Air Products, Inc.

Circle No. 205 on Subscriber Service Card.
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contracts when and where

NASA
$37,812—Kaiser Fleetwings, Inc., Bristol, Pa.,

for services and materials 6-100 foot
inflatable satellite container assemblies.
(Erroneously listed under Air Force In

our April 18 issue)

MISCELLANEOUS

$2,600,000—Westinghouse Electric Corp., for

tactical scatter communication equip-
ment.

$50,500—Hanley Industries, Inc., St. Louis,
for loading of propellant-actuated, gas
generating cartridges for GAM-72 missiles.

Subcontract from Essex Manufacturing
Co.

NAVY
$21,000,000—Bendix Aviation Corp., Detroit,

for continued development and evalua-
tion of the Eagle missile system.

$12,384,000—Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
Pittsburgh, for design, development and
production of nuclear propulsion com-
ponents for three submarines.

$1,600,000—Yardney Electric Corp., New York
City, for manufacture of silvercell silver-

zinc batteries to power propulsion and
homing devices in the Mark 37 torpedo.

$800,000—Cook Technological Center, Cook
Electric Co., Chicago, for classified work.

$750,000—Pacific Car and Foundry Co.,

Renton, Wash., for job orders in con-
nection with the overhaul and modifica-
tion of government furnished truck
guided missile transporting

—

Terrier.

$600,000—Packard Bell Electronic Corp., for
classified airborne recorder-computer
equipment to be used in antisubmarine
warfare.

$124,970—Camin Laboratories, Inc., Brooklyn,
N.Y., for conducting a production im-
provement study of electro-formed rocket
nozzles.

$32,000—General Electric Co., Utica, N.Y.,
for providing field services of engineers
In connection with installation, repair,
modification and/or servicing of Side-
winder missiles, their components and/or
associated equipments.

;

AIR FORCE
The Perkin-Elmer Corp., Norwalk, Conn.,

for developing an electronic-optical
system for the Titan. Subcontract from
AC Spark Plug Div., General Motors Corp.
Amount not disclosed.

Melpar, Inc., Falls Church, Va., for design
and construction of an antenna assembly
for the 609A ballistic missile. Amount
not disclosed.

52,640,000—Westinghouse Electric Corp., for
six mobile radio sets for use in support
of the air weapons control system.

£175,000—J. C. Carter Co., Costa Mesa, Calif.,

for supplying all fuel and cryogenic
pumps for the Titan missile sites. (Three
contracts).

£140,000—Avien, Inc., Woodside, N.Y., for
production of a reference junction com-
pensator for use on the Minute-man.

38,940—General Electric Co., Scranton, Pa.,
for electron tubes.

i33,114—Wiancko Engineering Co., Pasadena,
for digital Instrumentation system.

i29,260—Bendix Aviation Corp., Eatontown,
N.J., for electron tubes.

>27,779—Leeds and Northrup Co., Atlanta,
for recorders and indicators.

ARMY
Horkey-Moore Associates, Torrance, Calif.,

for production of ten ammonia servicing
trailers used In connection with GAM-77
Hound Dog. Amount not disclosed.

$5,500,000—General Dynamics Corp., Convair
Div., Pomona, for development of the
Mauler guided missile system.

$1,962,900—Western Electric Co., New York
City, for development of local com-
munication and range Instrumentation
plant at Kwajaleln Island test site in
support of Nike-Zeus.

$595,194—Raytheon Co., Andover, Mass., for

modification kits, Hawk launcher and
concurrent repair parts and line items
(Three contracts )

.

$272,931—Western Electric Co., New York
City, for Nike spare parts and compo-
nents. (Two contracts).

$268,582—Firestone Tire and Rubber Co.,

Los Angeles, for decontamination kits

and shop sets, engineering services and
repair parts for the Corporal missile.

(Three contracts).

$248,346—General Dynamics Corp., Convair
Div., San Diego, for engineering services
and the supplies required for proto-
proofing Installation and flight test of

GAR-11 missile capabilities In F-102A
type aircraft.

$110,129—Douglas Aircraft Co., Santa Monica,
for repair parts for the Nike system.
( Three contracts )

.

$83,715—Bendix Aviation Corp., Computer
Div., Los Angeles, for dimensional flight

simulator and auxiliary equipment.

$83,559—Garrett Corp., AiResearch Mfg. Co.,

Los Angeles, for Nike repair parts.

S75.000—California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, for research on hypersonic
wind tunnel program.

$55,000—The Martin Co., Orlando, for plastic

frame shields and Jet vane assemblies for

the Pershing.

$46,790—RCA, Electron Tube Div., Harrison,
N.J., for electron tubes.

$43,933—Southwest Research Institute, San
Antonio, Tex., for Investigation of cur-
rent state-of-the-art technology relating
to tracking mechanisms and couplings
and the construction of scale engineering
model.

$32,334—R. E. Clarson, Inc., St. Petersburg,
Fla., for additions and changes complex
30 and missile assembly building D, Cape
Canaveral.

—reviews
POTENTIAL NONNUCLEAR USES FOR DE-

PLETED URANIUM, published by the Atomic

Energy Commission. Order TID 8203 from

OTS, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Washington

25, D.C. $.75.

The report discusses: past industrial

uses and markets for uranium and its

products; physical and chemical proper-

ties of depleted uranium and its principal

compounds; potential industrial uses of

depleted uranium and its compounds;

health and safety hazards involved in in-

dustrial usage of depleted uranium; and

a summary of comments relating to po-

tential markets.

MAY
American Physical Society, Conference on

Reactions Between Complex Nuclei,

Gatlinburg, Term., May 2-3.

Instrument Society of America, Symposium
on Electrical Safety Instrumentation,

DuPont Country Club, Wilmington,
Del., May 2-3.

American Institute of Electrical Engineers,

National Aeronautical Electronics Con-
ference, Dayton, Ohio, May 2-4.

Instrument Society of America, National
Flight Test Symposium, San Diego,

May 2-5.

Society of Aerospace Materials and Proc-

ess Engineers, (SAMPE) Eastern Di-

vision, Spring Meeting, Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
May 3.

Western Joint Computer Conference, Jack

Tar Hotel, San Francisco, May 3-5.

National Association of Relay Manufac-
turers, Eighth Annual Conference on
Electromagnetic Relays, Oklahoma
State University, Stillwater, May 3-5.

Materials Handling Exhibition and Con-
vention, "Mechanical Handling" spon-

sored by Associated Iliffe Press, Dor-
set House, London, May 3-13.

Properties and Application of Materials

in Aerospace Vehicle Design, spon-

sored by Martin Co.-Denver, Park
Lane Hotel, Denver, May 4-6.

National Machine Tool Builders Associa-

tion, 58th Spring Meeting, The Roose-

velt Hotel, New York City, May 5-6.

Radiation Research Society, Annual Meet-

ing, San Francisco, May 8-12.

Aerospace Medical Association, 31st An-
nual Scientific Meeting, Americana
Hotel, Miami Beach, May 9-11.

1960 Symposium of the Institute of Radio
Engineers' Professional Group on Mi-
crowave Theory and Techniques, Hotel

del Coronado, San Diego, May 9-11.

Instrument Society of America, National

Power Instrumentation Symposium,
Drake Hotel, San Francisco, May 9-11.

National Rocket Society, Semiannual

Meeting and Astronautical Exposition,

Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, May
9-12.

Second Southwestern Metal Congress and

Exposition, American Society for

Metals, Sheraton Dallas Hotel, and

State Fair Park, Dallas, May 9-13.

1960 Electronic Components Conference,

sponsored by IRE Professional Group
on Component Parts; AIEE, EIA, and

Western Electronic Manufacturers As-

sociation, Hotel Washington, Washing-

ton, D.C, May 10-12.

American Institute of Chemists, Annual
Meeting, Radisson Hotel, Minneapo-

lis, May 11-13.

New York University Conference, "The
Critical Million—How to Talk to the

Nation's Scientists and Engineers . .

New York City, May 17.

ASME Production Engineering Confer-

ence, Shroeder Hotel, Milwaukee, May
17-19.
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names in the news

W. O. Chamberlin, Jr.: Appointed to

the newly created

post of director of

Advanced Planning

for Cook Electric

Co.'s Technological

Center. Previous

posts: Dayton repre-

sentative for Hughes
Tool Co.; assistant

manager, missile

contracts depart-

ment, Hughes Air- CHAMBERLIN
craft Corp., and staff assistant to the vice

president of Ryan Aeronautical Co.

Michael A. Moscarello: Appointed
chief engineer for the Ford Instrument

Co., division of Sperry Rand. Was for-

merly assistant chief engineer.

Dr. Emil Onaca: Who joined Leach
Corp. in 1958, named marketing analyst

for the firm.

Richard M. Hultberg: Elected director

of Radiation, Inc.'s Systems Development
Division-Melbourne. Was previously with

International Telephone & Telegraph
Corp.

John Pink: Named products marketing

manager for The CompuDyne Corp. Was
formerly senior sales engineer at South-

western Industrial Electronics Co.

Robert M. DeHaven: Former asso-

ciate director named manager of the

flight test division of Hughes Aircraft Co..

replacing Clarence A. Shoop, who will

devote his efforts entirely to Hughes In-

ternational.

Robert E. Kinter: Replaces Roy E.

Campbell, retiring, as director of adver-

tising and sales promotion for Joy Manu-
facturing Co.

Robert G. Butterwick: Appointed ad-

vertising and sales promotion manager of

Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.'s

Industrial Systems Division, formerly
known as Davies Laboratories.

Gordon A. Mc Alpine

manager, Industrial

and Automation
Products, Radio
Corporation of

America. Prior to

joining the firm was
for 13 years asso-

ciated with the In-

dustrial Sales Di-

vision of Ex-Cell-0

Corp.

Named market

McALPINE

Douglas T. Egbert and Wilbur A.
Taylor: Appointed director of astronautics

and research marketing and director of

missile marketing, respectively, at Nor-
throp's Norair Division. Prior to join-

50

ing the firm in 1951, Egbert was head of

structural dynamics with the U.S. Navy's
Bureau of Aeronautics and dynamics en-

gineer with North American Aviation, Inc.

Taylor joined the firm in 1955, serving

successively as an engineering specialist

and supervisor of air defense systems in

weapon systems analysis.

Herman E. Goodman: Resigns as vice

president and director of advertising and
public relations at Textron, Inc.

Frederick A. Henry (USAF-ret.): Ap-
pointed manager of long-range planning
for Summers Gyroscope Co. Previous

posts: Director of planning, Associated
Missile Products Corp.; Assistant to the

vice president and general manager of
A. O. Smith Corp., and executive con-
tract officer for Fletcher Aviation Corp.

E. Floyd Sherman: Named director of
program development for the Systems
Laboratories Division of Electronic Spe-
cialty Co.

Jack H. Kent: Formerly with Landau
Metal Products, Inc.,

appointed general

manager of Tele-

metal Products, Inc.,

a subsidiary of Po-

larad Electronics

Corp. He will be

responsible for the

overall operation of

the organization.

KENT

Ray D. Gardner:

Named chief engi-

neer of Horkey-
Moore Associates,

wholly-owned sub-

sidiary of Houston
Fearless Corp., re-

placing John N.
Kerr, vice president

engineering. Previ-

ous posts: System
project engineer with

Northrop Corp.;
Vultee Aircraft Co.; Douglas Aircraft Co.

and Andrew Higgins Aircraft Co.

C. L. Hewitt: Manager of Republic

Aviation Corp.'s customer relations de-

partment, named manager of sales in the

Missile Systems Division.

Stanley M. Smolensky: Appointed ex-

ecutive director of marketing at Thiokol
Chemical Corp.'s Reaction Motors Di-

vision.

Orval W. Rahn: Former associate de-

sign engineer, appointed vice-president-

design and engineering for Luminator, Inc.

Walter R. Lanib: Former supervisory

physicist at the U.S. Naval Radiological

Defense Laboratory, joins Rheem Semi-

conductor Corp., where he will work on
development of new types of transistors.

Peter L. Lindley: Former manager of

special products section at Electro-Data

Corp., appointed manager of technical

services at Endevco Corp.

GARDNER

David I. Shapiro:

relations staff of the

Fruehauf Missile
Products Division of

Fruehauf Trailer Co.

Was formerly West-

ern representative

for Vertol Aircraft

Corp. and Allied

Associates.

Joins the customer

SHAPIRO

Logan J. Hines: Named head of The
National Cash Register Co. Electronics

'

Dept.'s newly formed military engineering]

department. Everett A. Emerson, formerly
in charge of preliminary design, will di-

rect the department's systems engineering

activities.

Richard T. Barrett and John Agnitch:

Join the Newport Beach, Calif., Aeronu-
tronic division of Ford Motor Co. Barrett,

formerly advanced systems sales manager!
for Lockheed Electronics Co. will be man-
ager of systems marketing, Range Sys-

tems Operations. Agnitch, previously in
|

charge of military space systems market-
ing in the advanced program development!
department of Hughes Aircraft Co., willi

be on the marketing staff of Space Tech-j
nology Operations.

Dr. Thomas T. Omori: Chief project

manager of Aerojet-General's Space Tech-

nology Division since last September, ap-i

pointed European manager of the NATO-
Aerojet Propulsion Program for produc-
tion of motors for the Hawk with head-

quarters in Paris.

B. A. Kvist: Former assistant directori

of contracts, named director of contracts!

at Aerojet.

Dr. Richard B. Nelson: Formerly man-
ager of Klystron Development, elected!

manager of Tube Division Research and]

Development at Varian Associates. Prior)

to joining the firm in 1951 was associated]

with Litton Industries, General Electric]

Co., the National Research Council oq
Canada and RCA.

Dr. Howard S. Seifert: Former special

assistant for professional development at

Space Technology Laboratories, joins thi

technical staff of United Technology Corp

John R. O'Brien: Promoted to viwfl

president-government relations in the mili;

tary products division of Hoffman Elec-

tronics Corp. Was manager of the firm'!

Washington, D.C., office and will continue

to make his headquarters there.
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MISSILE

ANALYSIS

RELIABILITY
ANALYSES and
EVALUATIONS

INTEGRATED
SYSTEMS
STUDIES

Consulting and contractual

services are offered in the

major areas of missile sys-

tems analysis. Special em-

phasis is given to reliability

analyses within the frame-

work of over-all systems con-

cepts. Inquiries are invited.

McAllister and Associates, Inc.

203-205 Truman, N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Circle No. 12 on Subscriber Service Card.

SUP

—

^ |-L_CAL

SUP—M L-CAL

CUT GAUGE
CALIBRATION TIME

200-300%!
This Futurecraft Check-out Valve enables you to do in

seconds a job normally requiring hours! It automatically
cuts off regular pressure supply to the gauge and simul-
taneously cuts in calibration pressure for required checking
of gauge accuracy. Ideal for both gas and liquid testing

panels— no need to remove gauges. No dead weight testing

(and consequent gauge cleaning) when used with Future-
craft "Cali-Cart" Calibrator. Simple. Fool-proof. Uses
sealed quick disconnect coupling between calibration source
and gauge being tested— just one quick plug-in operation.

Write for data sheet giving complete details

on this Futurecraft Calibration System
Valves available from stock

FUTURECRAFT
DISTRIBUTION CORPORATION

1717 NORTH CHICO AVENUE • SO. EL MONTE, CALIFORNIA
Representatives in principal cities

TWX: ELM CAL 9678U • TELEPHONE: Cumberland 3-2113

Circle No. 11 on Subscriber Service Card.
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CLASSIFIED

AN FITTINGS & HARDWARE
Stainless, Aluminum, Brass, Steel. All sizes

—immediate delivery from world's largest

shelf stock. Buy direct from manufacturer.
Lower prices—Quicker service. Send for free

wall chares showing complete line of AN &
MS fittings and hardware. We also machine
parts to your own special print.

COLLINS ENGINEERING CORPORATION
9050 Washington Blvd., Culver City, California

Let us be your Gov't. Rep. In Wash. 6ales
liaison pub. rel. cover all Depts. Patent,
trademark searches. J. Hurson Assoc., 412
Albee Bldg., D.C., BE 7-4122.

-MR BUSINESS OFFICES

-

Washington 5, D.C.— 1001 Vermont Av-
enue, NW; STerling 3-5400
Walton E. Brown, Advertising Sales Manager

New York 17, N.Y.—20 East 46 Street;

YUkon 6-3900
Paul B. Kinney, Eastern Advertising Manager

Paul N. Anderson
Raymond G. Quirk

Los Angeles. California—8929 Wilshire

Blvd.; OLeander 5-9161
James W. Claar, Western Advertising Manager

Charles R. Marti, Jr.

Detroit 2, Michigan—201 Stephenson

Building; TRinity 5-2555
Kenneth J. Wells

Chicago 2, Illinois— 139 N. Clark St.;

CEntral 6-5804
George E. Yonan

Miami, Florida—208 Almeria Ave., Coral

Gables
Richard C. Hager

London, W.I, England—28 Bruton Street;

Grosvenor 8356
Moral and Hart

Geneva, Switzerland— 10 Rue Grenus;

Geneva 321044

Paris, France— II Rue Condorcet; TRU
15-39

CLASSIFIED

Miniature, All-Purpose CALCULATOR

A precision instrument ths
will do all the calculations <

larger expensive desk models
Weighs only 8 oz. Fits Hand
Fast, accurate, sturdy . . . com
pletely portable. Ideal for all on
tbe-spot calculating. Fully guar'
anteed. Write for Free literature,

prices, name of nearest dealer.
THE CURTA COMPANY Dept. M-5
14435 Cohasset St. Van Nuys, Calif.
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editorial . .

.

'Q' Awards for Quality and Quantity

Addressing the employees of Packard Bell

Electronics, President Robert S. Bell declared:

"Today our ability to grow through profit is

threatened by inflation and by foreign competi-

tion. We are individually and collectively at war.

It is a war against foreign ideology and technol-

ogy—and against our own complacency. Aside

from preparedness, it is not a war of missiles and

nuclear weapons but one of philosophy and pro-

duction. It is economic and psychological war
covering almost every area of our lives."

President Bell noted that the United States

today stands almost at the bottom of the list of

major nations in terms of annual rate of economic

growth—while the Soviet industrial growth per-

sists at 8 or 9 per cent a year; that the gap be-

tween our two economies will be dangerously

narrowed by 1970 unless our own industrial

growth is increased.

Bell has a device for at least helping to solve

the problem—a device which might well be
adopted by every manufacturer of any size.

It is the "Q" award—"Q" for quality and for

quantity. It is a monthly recognition of the em-
ployee, section, department or division at Packard
Bell for improvement in production quality or

quantity "beyond the expected."

President Bell says: "Only through quantity

can we fight inflation and compete in foreign

markets; only through quality can we prevail in

any market."

For details write Packard Bell.

Snyder Tries to Muzzle Manufacturers

On the wall back of the desk occupied by
Murray Snyder in the Pentagon are two large

framed photographs. A visitor sitting facing the

Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs

can hardly fail to be impressed by this aspect

of Mr. Eisenhower looking over Murray's right

shoulder and Mr. Nixon over his left.

This indeed is the impression which the former

White House assistant press officer has tried to

create; that while he may be occupying a Defense

Department position, he really represents the

White House and takes his direction from there.

It may be true. During Murray's tenure he

has done more to gag the normal commonsense
flow of information from the military than any

predecessor. He has permitted himself to be sur-

rounded in his immediate office with some of the

rankest incompetents Pentagon newsmen have

ever tried to work with. With their help he has

withheld news on whimsical orders, muzzled high-

ranking officers and civilians, devised the "not

classified but not releasable" security regulation.

Most present-day Pentagon news comes not from

releases but from leaks.

His latest dictatorial move—and possibly his

greatest—has just come to light. It was a move
to place all defense contractor advertising under
the regulation of his office for policy clearance.

Rep. John E. Moss (D-Calif.), chairman of

the House Government Information Subcommit-
tee, calls the proposed directive an attempt to

make Snyder an "advertising czar"; to give him
the power to censor advertising, speeches and
press releases by manufacturers. The three serv-

ices are opposing the directive.

The very manner in which this story has come
to light—by surreptitious leak—demonstrates the

flaws in Snyder's gag rule system and in his

own sincerity. If there is a need to checkrein the

advertising and speeches of defense contractors,

there are a dozen methods whereby the matter

could be taken up with those primarily concerned

—and not imposed by a secretly contrived order

which violates every American concept of free

press and free speech.

Clarke Newlon
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EMPLOYMENT

Sure, we're proud of what they're saying in consumer circles...

BUT, MR. ENGINEER, DID YOU KNOW...
. that people are talking up Magnavox in the military and industrial

fields as well? That we not only make the world's finest stereophonic

high fidelity, radio phonographs and television instruments, but do

vital work for some of the principal names in government and

industry both here and abroad? We are, in fact, currently engaged

in advanced electronic activity covering the broad

areas of communications, airborne radar, missiles, anti- ..... .'•

submarine warfare systems and data processing ' 'J;.jy?y

equipment. And the growing demand for our services in

every one of these fields has made it necessary to put in

i call for more creative talent. If you're an engineer with

i yen for challenge ... if you like to work with interesting,

lapable people . . . and if you very definitely DON'T „_;(

intend getting lost in the crowd . . . look into

Magnavox. There's a promising future ahead.
t-.

Phone Dick Eary {collect, of course) at

Vastbrook 9721 in Fort Wayne or write

vim today for complete information.
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Free reprints of this series available

upon request. Write Dept. M at SM/I.
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1960— RELIABILITY: typical of the reliable components which
used in SM/l's first air data computers and other complex subsyste

was our line of vacuum tube amplifiers, which exhibited a mean lift

11 ,000 hours. Today, systems and components such as SM/l's Tj

Air Speed Computers, LOX Tanking and Propellant Utilization Syste

and Force Balance Transducers are demonstrating comparable ra

bility for the more stringent requirements of modern weapon systej

SM/i SEFT\SOMECHA\NISMS/lA
LOS ANGELES DIVISION:
12SOO Aviation Boulevard. Hawthorne, Callforni]

MECHATROL DIVISION: Westbury, New York
|

RESEARCH DIVISION: Goleta, California

Subcontractors to leading system managers ... Aircraft and Missile Instn

Support and Test Equipment ... Fuel Management ... Systems, Subsysten

Position* available for qualified scientists and engineers.
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